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Critical Introduction

In 20 I 0, I submitted a prospectus for a thesis in literary studies that dealt with
ecocriticism and critical whiteness studies as theoretical approaches to the work of Don
DeLillo. A piece of writing resulted that was presented to the Don DeLillo Society in the
Bronx, New York in the spring of2012 (See Appendix A). This project was
subsequently abandoned, in favor of a new scheme - approved by the English Graduate
Studies Committee in the winter of20 1 5 - for a comprehensive exam, with a reading list
that included contemporary American literature by authors from a multicultural range of
perspectives, and a theoretical focus on post-colonialism (See Appendix B). The exam
never took place. I had been an MA candidate at large for seven years.
In my initial thesis project, I worked toward a synthesis o f ecocriticism and
critical race theory in a coinage I referred to as a study in "eco-critical whiteness." Upon
further research, I felt this was akin to reinventing a wheel already known as
"environmental justice," and perhaps some other titled concepts that have been more fully
developed by established academics, activists, and authors. While the original thesis
prospectus laid out my rationale for looking at both critical perspectives as a synthesized
tool of analysis, and doing so helped me produce an essay, l was not certain whether or
not the resulting work warranted this odd practice.
On the trip to New York for the Delillo conference, I met one of the authors
listed on my bibliography, whose father was a childhood pal of Don Delillo. She took
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me on a tour of the neighborhood where DeLillo grew up, including an excellent pizza
parlor; an Italian marketplace featuring espresso, gelato, and gentlemen rolling cigars by
hand; and the campus of DeLillo's alma mater, Fordham University. I began to wonder
about how the environment in which he grew up had an impact on his writing, and how
his personal experiences may have led him to produce works of literature with such a
vibrant social critique of American life and culture.
Prompted by a desire to complete my Master's degree in such a way that would
allow me to tell a story about why it was taking me so long to do so, and freely express
myself without the constraints of an academic paper, I eventually decided to write a
memoir. The title, Unfinished, has its roots in the former iterations of my thesis as well
as my reflection upon the ongoing nature of my attempts to process various life
experiences central to the fonnation of my identity.
In my memoir, I attempt to position myself as the product of social forces that
include race, gender, social class, education, various workplaces, familial and other
interpersonal relationships, geopolitical/historical factors, and modes of subjective
experience and interaction with mental health practitioners that have resulted in my
receipt of labels such as "schizophrenic," and "bipolar manic-depressive."
If I were to characterize the historical and critical influences that have contributed
most to the writing of this thesis, I would probably have to offer postmodemity as the
historical milieu, and postmodemism as the critical category. The historical age is more
straightforward and easy to explain. My understanding, based on how it was taught to
me, is that the epoch of postmodemity refers to the post-World War II period. There's no
question that 1 973, the year of my birth, falls squarely within the postmodern timeline.
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The American scholar Fredric Jameson is a well-known theorist of postmodern ism.
Benjamin Kunkel, in the London Review ofBooks, offers this account of Jameson's
definition of postmodern ism:
[H]e succeeded better than anyone else at defining the term, 'postmodernism,'
that sought to catch the historical specificity of the present age. This was a
matter, first, of cataloguing postmodemism's superficial textures: the erosion
of the distinction between high and pop culture; the reign of stylistic pastiche
and miscellany; the dominance of the visual image and corresponding eclipse
of the written word; a new depthlessness - 'surrealism without the unconscious' in the dream-like jumble of images; and the strange alliance of a pervasive
cultural nostalgia (as in the costume drama or historical novel) with a cultural
amnesia serving to fragment 'time into a series of perpetual presents' (Kunkel).

Perhaps subconsciously, I have included some elements of a postmodern aesthetic
in the chapter I call "A Few Drinks," in which I describe a twenty-first century bar scene
that features a television playing a movie made in the nineties and set in the seventies
while I write memories in my notebook from the eighties, nineties, and the first two
decades of the new millennium. A preoccupation with popular culture and nostalgia can
also be seen in "Celebrities" and "A Red Brick House," the latter of which also displays
the juxtaposition of video games and blockbusters with classic American literature.
The place and circumstances of my birth - in an American m ilitary hospital in
Frankfurt, Germany, to a father who was in the U.S. Army at the time - speak loudly of
postmodemity both historically and theoretically. The continuing presence of the
American military in Germany almost two decades after the conclusion of World War
ll's hostilities was a necessary precondition of the historical and genealogical events
leading to my birth there.
Frankfurt itself was the locale of the philosophical rise of Critical Theory at
Institute for Social Research around 1 9 29-1930. The Frankfurt School, as it is also

the
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known, included theorists such as Theodore Adorno, Max Horkheimer, and, later,
Herbert Marcuse and Walter Benjamin. Their work embodied, in part, a critique of
twentieth-century culture and politics from a Marxist perspective, with an interest in
promoting liberation from "the domination of human beings in modem societies"
(Bohman). The first generation of Critical Theory emphasized "human beings as the self
creating producers of their own history" (Bohman).
This coincidence of my entry into the world with the birthplace of Critical Theory
is a loose association, and yet it does exist. I first became aware of it by chance, while
roaming the Philosophy section of a bookstore before 1 started college. I would learn
about it a little more formally later in life.
Richard Nixon was the President of the United States when I was born. I have no
memories of him, or of Gerald Ford, his successor. Jimmy Carter is the fust president I
remember (He was a peanut farmer from Georgia who later won the Nobel Prize). I
remember the 1 9 80s - the years of Ronald Reagan (a former actor with a predilection for
jelly beans) - more clearly. Next came George Bush the First (a Skull and Bonesman
and former CIA Director with a hatred for broccoli) and Bill Clinton (Monica Lewinsky's
man) in the 1 990s. Bush the Second (master of the endless war on terror) was
inaugurated in 200 1 , while I was in the Basque Country, completing an intensive Spanish
language course, the last requirement for my undergraduate degree from the University of
Iowa.
The Bush II years were angry enough for me, politically. I recall watching the
results of the 2000 presidential election while preparing for finals in a classroom at the
English Philosophy Building. A graduate student popped in and announced, "The fix is
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in for Bush." Soon after, the state of Florida changed color on the electoral map. Now
we have Trump, about whom I write a little in the memoir. I might characterize this
particular subphase of postmodernity within which we currently live the Zombie Attack
of White Supremacist Capitalism. When I first entered the M.A. program in English here
at Eastern Illinois University, we had Barack Obama (another Nobel Prize winner), a
president I could actually be proud of. It occurs to me now that I've been in school at
some level during the administration of each American President since I was born, with
the exception of Nixon and Ford.
M y primary aesthetic aim for the memoir was to write a sort of bildungsroman

-

or coming of age story - that would amount to something a little more than an expression
of self-indulgent narcissism, and might be of interest to readers. A more altruistic
motivation for such a project might be to provide hope to readers of this narrative who
may have had similar experiences or diagnoses - to send the message that one's life is not
"finished" by mental illness, not defined by it or necessarily ended because of it. This
message could have been more clearly and strongly expressed, especially if it had been in
the forefront of my mind at the time I conceptualized the project.
I can say that one particular book that helped me was Recoveryfrom
Schizophrenia: Psychiatry and Political Economy, by Richard Warner. This scholarly,
social scientific tome gave me hope by proposing the idea that recovery was associated
with socio-economic factors such as employment and improving one's quality of life by
functioning socially through work - not necessarily by relying on medication alone.
Picking up this book inspired me to go back to school to study sociology, which
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ultimately led to further opportunities that have contributed to a higher standard of living
and quality of life.
Ecological matters are intermingled in our current milieu with issues of race in a
manner that is even more urgently in need of exploration than it seemed in the Obama
era. Along with Donald Trump in the White House and Trumpism in the air, we now
have an Environmental Protection Agency whose director seems more interested in
deregulating the ecological impacts of the oil industry, and in his own personal security,
rather than the protection of our environment. Xenophobic white nationalism and crony
capitalism are rearing their twin zombie-brained heads in increasingly ugly ways.
As a Federal Department of Defense employee working in the field of
environmental compliance, Trump is ultimately my boss. My struggle to find a
satisfactory way to express my thoughts and feelings about this in writing is partially
reflected in the memoir, and will, I presume, be ongoing. I have adopted a neo-Marxist
theoretical stance toward these matters, drawn from my interest in - and fledgling
understanding of - Critical Theory from the Frankfurt School. 1 feel that, as a scholar
and writer, it is my duty to offer some sort of resistance to certain social developments
that are signified by the Trump presidency. So far all l 've come up with is some mockery
and bitter commentary. But, in future, if l am to be truly content, I believe it may be
necessary to participate more fully in offering more effective social critique in the public
sphere. Whether this might take the form of Delilo-esque novels with political themes I
cannot predict with certainty, but I wouldn't mind trying it out.
One thing J have learned from the process of composing this memoir, in terms of
craft and technique, is that experimenting with a shift in narrative voice - from the first
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person "I" to the second person "you" - can be a helpful way to deal with difficult
memories and spin them into storytelling material. The memoir includes a chapter with
two passages, each of which cover the same event - a mental breakdown I experienced in

1996 while I was a college student - from each of these points of view. It is a technique
that I tried out in other chapters of the memoir as well. It was interesting for me to see
how this affected the way I wrote about my memories of life events. I n a way, it made it
easier to relive the memories by addressing the reader as "you" rather than "l." Perhaps
this is due to a distancing of myself from the memory of the experience, as if it happened
to someone else.
I am not versed in the theoretical background that might explain this more fully
perhaps Trauma Theory? I give credit and thanks to Dr. Markelis and my fellow students
in her Advanced Creative Non-Fiction Writing course for my decision to try it out. I
suspect that this device could also be a move toward further adaptation of the resulting
work, possibly a more fully developed narrative or even a fictionalized account of some
kind.
I have read a few memoirs, and selections from others, as well as precursors of
the memoir I autobiography I autobiographical novel form. The Autobiography of
Benjamin Franklin is unfinished, though he worked on it for nineteen years. My thesis
has been pending completion for about seven years. I have not achieved as much as this
Founding Father, and have probably violated many of the precepts to which he attributed
his success, but I suppose I can draw inspiration from his tale of becoming a "self-made"
man.
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Tobias Wolff's This Boy 's Life resonated with me as a coming of age tale that
includes a cruel stepfather. In addition to indulging my interest in Irish culture, a part of
my heritage through my maternal grandfather's mother, Frank McCourt's memoir,
Angela's Ashes, provided for me an example of a writer who tries - in his case,
successfully - to make something beautiful out of painful experiences through use of
poetic style and humor.
Girl, Interrupted was a therapeutic read for me. I had seen the film adaption
previously, but did not pick up the book until after I drafted my thesis. I can see that she
has done a much better job making a story out of her time at McLean Hospital through
character development and humor than what I have managed. l fl were to do it again, I
might try to write a piece more like hers: both enjoyable and revealing of the inner
workings of the institution and how its patients adapted to their lives there, while also
weaving in the broader history and culture of its time.
Ben Yagoda's Memoir: A Hist01y provides a very useful overview of the genre
and its related forms. My reading of certain chapters of his book has suggested that my
memoir might fit roughly somewhere within a literary tradition that includes features
related to the subgenres of the slave narrative, conversion narrative, captivity narrative,
misery memoir, and the modem memoir.
Though it seems ironic on the surface, the comparison of my autobiographical
sketches with the narrative elements of a slave narrative, as exemplified by The
Autobiography ofFrederick Douglass, rests upon its emphasis on the accrual of
education and literacy, those desirable commodities that render a slave worthless to his
master, and thus moves one along to being more free. While the conversion in my life
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story is not explicitly religious, there is a sense of progress toward a more ethically
responsible life that I have tried to illustrate in the pieces about my relationship with my
wife. The captivity I allude to involves my nearly being involuntarily committed to a
psychiatric ward - while traditionally these narratives were about white folk being held
captive and then released by native American tribes.
So-called "misery memoirs" were in fashion for a time. These involve tales of
overcoming horrific abusive childhoods and lives a lot more painful than anything I have
experienced. Finally, Yagoda identifies a manifesto of what he calls "the baseline
position of the modern memoir" in Wolffs Author's Note to This Boy 's Life: "Memory
is an impression, not a transcript. Doing one's 'best' to tell 'a truthful story' involves not
conducting interviews or reading dusty clippings but consulting one's heart" (Yagoda,
230).
I presume that creative influences upon my work include, in part, some of the
experiences I relate in the memoir, such as my early childhood; my mother's three
marriages, subsequent divorces, and lifelong struggle with depression and other
emotional issues; and the mental breakdowns I experienced myself in my early to mid
twenties. I believe that the institutions of education and popular culture have had a strong
impact as well. Textually, some of my early reading experiences include coming of age
tales with elements of mental illness, such as The Catcher in the Rye, Flowers for
Algernon, and 1 Am the Cheese. It seems like the contemporary market for young adult
literature offers more titles now dealing with this issue, but I haven't read very many of
them yet, as this was not initially the focus of my project.
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Thematically or stylistically, certain features of the following may have had an
influence on my writing: the alienation and the expression of a unique voice in J .D.
Salinger's Catcher in the Rye; the stream of consciousness of James Joyce, Virginia
Wolf, and Gertrude Stein; the stripped-down minimalism of Ernest Hemingway; the
humor of the British science fiction novelist Douglas Adams and the American writer
T.C. Boyle; the modem confessional Japanese "I" novel, or "Shishosetsu;" and the
postmodern preoccupation with popular culture featured in some works of David Foster
Wallace, who himself had a keen interest in Don DeLillo.
My memoir includes some of the traditional trappings of a coming of age tale, or
bildungsroman, while drawing upon other modes of expression that are more
experimental in nature. 1 occasionally include short, fragmentary chapters that might be
thought of as textual points of view narratively imagined from different perspectives, a
sort of literary cubism or pointillism that takes shape when viewed as a whole from a
distance. I have also introduced some photographs into the text. This was done to assist
me in writing about two key people in my life that were difficult to write about for
different reasons: my father, because of his early exit from my life and subsequent
absence from my memory; and my wife, due to the presence of painful memories from
the past that continue to influence our relationship. In this latter case, in the section
called "Us," the text slips into a more poetic mode of expression.
I have tried to describe the experiences from my life that I include here as they
happened, sometimes from a matter-of-fact, realistic point of view, and in other instances
using a more emotional, expressionist or impressionist mode. I've tried to incorporate
some humor for comic relief, to avoid making this memoir a litany of depressing
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anecdotes. The nontraditional format exhibited in the chapter called "Word
Salad/Alphabet Soup" was composed as a function of simply trying to get words on the
page when they seemed not to want to come out. The predetermined structure of the
alphabet assisted me as a sort of prompt. The stimulus of the first letter gave me
something to go on, and the result might be read as a textual Rorschach test or a Freudian
exercise in free association. Allowing the prose to take on the character of poetry, in at
least one instance, was also helpful in conjuring up more ideas.
As a whole, I have tried to strike a balance between the potentially therapeutic
value of sheer self-expression and an artful arrangement of text for the sake of the reader.
While not strictly chronological, the order of the chapters moves through progressive
stages of my life. The narrative begins with a harrowing mental breakdown, and a
process of trying to understand what happened. This involves posing a series of
hypotheses. The tale continues with a search for help, including professional counseling,
diagnosis, and treatment.
The arc of the memoir might be understood as an intertwined journey from youth
to maturity, mental chaos to emotional peace. Memories and ideas that arise in one
chapter often signal an affinity with a theme within the chapter that follows. The opening
scene depicts the mental breakdown I experienced when I was in my early twenties. The
following chapter, "A Tale of Two Malls," draws a contrast between past youth and
present maturity, from teenage shopping to traveling for work. "In the Army Now"
features some initial impressions of my current job. Memories here lead to reflections
upon past job and family experiences. "Hotel Blues" conveys the onset of a malaise
related to commuting.
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"Gram and Gramps" introduces some family members I have lost, and is followed
by "Food and Family," which includes some happier memories but ultimately leads back
to reflections upon a recent loss. "Family Photograph" examines a rare document
depicting my father.
The ordering of the ensuing chapters becomes more explicitly chronological from
this point, with "A Red Brick House" containing some recollections from about age 7 14; "Sports" replaying the teen years of 1 4 - 1 7, and featuring a hero, my stepdad
Dennis. "Dishwasher" is set while I am between 1 6 and 24, while "Physical Features and
Frailties" finds me at middle age.
"A Few Drinks" draws some contrasts and parallels between who I am now and
who I was between the ages of 1 9 and 35, which covers my pre-college to post-college
days in Iowa City. "Unfinished Tales from The Green Monster" broadly sweeps over
some relationships from my single days up to the time I was almost ready to get married.
"Us" portrays me settled into a mature, married life, with a mind more at peace
and a companion who helps keep me that way. Thanks to her and a good
endocrinologist, the only medication I take now is a synthetic thyroid replacement
hormone.
Possibilities for future development of this text include a novelization, or further
treatment of the material into a more fully developed memoir, with a clearer emphasis on
- and perhaps more explicit resolution of - the recovery from mental illness narrative.
feel that a fictionalized account would offer more freedom to explore some of the
memories and issues I have encountered while composing the personal writing. Several
of the people I allude to in the memoir (and many others to whom I don't) might be
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fleshed out as more fully realized characters. But they are still alive, and a part of me
balks at the idea ofrevealing material they might rather not be made public.
Currently, people seem to tell their life stories on a daily basis via social media. I
have not been very active in that regard. My way of doing it might be considered a little
old-fashioned. I am interested in learning more about the way people narrated their lives
in earlier epochs of literary history. This might be another area for further research.
I might take a different tack, and produce a series of non-fictional essays
exploring the themes of whiteness and Midwest regionalism that are only touched upon
here; or, a further articulated treatise on the relationship between postmodern history and
postmodernist theory, and how these influence not only the lives we contemporary folks
live but also how we understand them (or make them more confusing).
Yet again, I could write a sweeping historical novel that ranges from the 1 9th
century to the 2 1 st, and tell intergenerational tales of romance and rebell ion with a
backdrop of the American entanglement in the Philippines, leading from the early history
of United States imperialism to the day two students descended from inhabitants of
Europe and Asia meet in a small Midwestern college town.
One nice thing about a project that is unfinished is the continuing multiplicity of
potential outcomes. A downside might be that all those possibilities could drive a person
crazy.
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You are trying to sleep, but the neighbors upstairs are blasting the Rolling Stones'
Sympathyfor the Devil on repeat. Drunken hordes of students are marching down the
sidewalk outside your bedroom window. I t must be just after two in the morning. You
are starting to suspect that your girlfriend is a demon.
A battle is being waged within your mind between the forces of good and evil.
They are vying for control of your immortal soul. Or maybe you are just going crazy. It
could be that your college sophomore brain lacks the ability to process all of the
information and ideas it's been trying to absorb the past few months. Modernity.
Postmodernity. Colonialism. Imperialism. Humanity's search for meaning and a
relationship with the Divine. The necessity of developing a personal identity. The
artificial nature of the self as a mask.
Are those voices coming from your own head? Are they echoes from the revelers
outside? Are angels and devils speaking to you? Is it your imagination, or are coded
messages being transmitted to you through the television? These are classic symptoms of
schizophrenia. You've been aware of the existence of these phenomena since you picked
up your mother's psychology textbook when she was going to community college and
you were in junior high. Some of the descriptions and examples of disorganized thinking
provided in the book struck you as needing a little extra interpretation, like poetry, but
did not really seem to be evidence of a disease to your adolescent mind.
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Likewise, in high schooJ, you took an interest in mental illness as a topic for a
research paper, and learned about things like serotonin, melatonin, and other
neurochemical ingredients mixed by the brain into cocktails that induce insanity or
equilibrium, depending on their proportional recipes.
But experiencing madness for yourself is frightening. Whether it's caused by
unresolved Freudian conflicts, an imbalance of brain chemistry, or a crisis of spiritual
deficiency, the bottom line is that having this happen to you is no

fun.

You have never

been so terrified. Your only desire is to be comforted, to be at peace. The safest place
you are able to find is the bathtub. Here, you fold yourself into the fetal position and let
the shower water rain down until it's no longer warm. This gives you a few moments of
respite. It's not enough.
Perhaps someone at University Counseling could help? You've been there
before. Almost immediately upon enrolling in college, you started having problems
handling your thoughts and emotions. You probably weren't alone in this regard, but it
felt like you were. The simplest Rhetoric assignment - introduce yourself to the class produced anxiety. Why did you feel so different from everyone else? Most of them were
just like you: white kids from the Midwest.
Okay, so maybe you were a little nontraditional. You didn't go straight to college
after graduation, but flew out to California with your high school girlfriend and got a job
in a bookstore. When that fell through, you worked at some restaurants. By the time you
got around to entering the University o f l owa, you'd had a few odd jobs, and some
experiences that maybe were not common for average first-year students. But nothing
that ought to have produced the level of alienation you were feeling.
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You're trying to interpret it all, but it's not made up of words on the page or
images on a screen; it's a phenomenon that you don't understand, cannot control, and
want to go away. All of this is making it hard for you to be a good student, a good
boyfriend, and these are your only real functions at this stage of your life, so you are
basically non-functional. Therefore, it's time for a trip to the university's psychological
repair shop. Maybe there are some Freudian or Jungian psychoanalytical tricks up their
sleeves that can help fix you up and get you back in the classroom again, so you can keep
that financial aid money flowing.
But there is no quick fix. There are some analogies and recommendations: you
are sick. It's like the flu or diabetes, except it is affecting your brain instead of making
you sneeze or messing with your blood sugar levels. Are you reassured by this
biomedical model of mental illness? Does it make you feel better to hear that you are
sufef ring from "schizoaffective bipolar manic depression" rather than being subjected to
spiritual judgment?
Are you sick or are you evil? Are those men in the black sedans and dark suits
following you, monitoring you for the government - or is that just your imagination? Are
you an enemy of the state with a dangerous mind, or the victim of a genetically
predisposed chemical imbalance? Do you want to try figuring this out all by yourself or
would you like a little professional help? We've got these new pills we'd like you to try.
But first we'll just pump some ionized water into your bloodstream and take some
snapshots of your brain.
This sounds like a sweet deal to you. The psychiatric ward is like a vacation in a
hotel spa. You've got a nice clean room with fresh sheets, a shower, and a desk with a
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telephone. No one expects you to do any hard thinking, or to attend lectures or write
papers. There is no television in this room, so you don't have to worry about people on a
screen making fun of you, or decoding any of their messages. Just rest, relax, take your
pills, answer our questions, lie down inside this machine. Don't mind the humming
sound - it's just electromagnetism making a model of your gray matter.
There are some interesting characters here on the psych ward. You are one of
them now. You will be fed three times a day. They will take you out bowling for
recreation. You can smoke in the smoking room. You can have visitors. I n a few days,
you will receive some new information about the state of your sanity. Take these pills
and you will be saved. You could still have a somewhat normal life. Accept our
diagnoses and treatment plans or you will be cast into the outer darkness of non
compliance.
For some reason, you still believe you have a choice to make about whether you
are sane or crazy, sick or well. Are you a patient, a research subject, a consumer of
mental health treatment; or are you a nonnal but stressed college student with some funny
ideas? In time, you'll mostly forget about this experience. You will learn to take your
medicine, make pizzas for a global corporation, sell a few calendars. You will go back to
school - and even graduate. Work at a few more jobs, each one a little better than the last.
Are you cured? Are you still, perhaps, a little bit crazy? Do you know a hawk from a
handsaw?
Experts say that one percent of the population worldwide develops schizophrenia.
These days, the term 'one percent' is more often used to describe the wealthy power el ite,
of whom you are not an example. Your grandparents lived in a fancy Victorian house,
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but as the son of a single mother, you didn't have much luxury. Still, you had more than
some kids. You were fed and clothed and given toys and books. What difference did it
make that your parents were divorced, that you didn't really know your father growing
up, that you didn't belong to a church or have many friends? Books and computer games
were an escape from loneliness and boredom. Actually, you preferred being alone, even
when opportunities for socialization were presented. "Leave Me Alone," you used to say
a lot as a kid. You even wrote it on a piece of paper and stuck it on your bedroom door.
Maybe you thought it would ward off the assignment of household chores.
Alone.
You were a loner.
A loner with a girlfriend, and a cat.
* * * *

A good thing about writing is that it can allow troublesome memories to be
expressed, instead of avoided. But they need to be coaxed out sometimes, like animals
hiding at the edge of the wilderness, or under one's bed. They seem to need to know that
it will be safe out here for them. Sometimes, it helps to try a different voice.
It happened in spring. Maybe it had been brewing all winter, or all my life. But
when I look back, it's early springtime. I'm having a hard time sleeping. Because of the
noise, many noises. Neighbor's music inside, drunken students outside. Just when sleep
starts to enfold me in its warm embrace of oblivion, a cacophony of evil sounds assaults
me from multiple fronts. I don't know how long this goes on, but it seems like several
nights. Was it the particular content of the music, its subject matter, the words
themselves that came ringing out so clearly as a message just for me?
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Pleased to meet you. Hope you guess my name.
Mick Jagger singing as the devil.
Why do my neighbors insist on playing this song repeatedly in the middle of the
night? Why don't I complain to them, ask them to stop? From which apartment, exactly,
is it coming? Reasonable questions. But this is the moment in time when reason began
to take its leave from my mind. Was it really just a matter of sleep deprivation? Did I
explain this to the doctors I would meet in the coming weeks? They had an explanation
of their own. Or maybe just a series of other questions they wanted to ask. I Jet them
look inside my brain as part of their quest for answers. When the answers came, I didn't
much care for them, but they gave me a welcome break from the other noises.
The bad thoughts eventually started going away, but there weren't many good
ones to take their place. Part of me missed the racing ideas. They were more interesting
than the groggy fog induced by antipsychotic medications. All I wanted to do was sleep.
All they wanted me to do was take the drugs and follow up with them from time to time,
let them know how I was doing, provide them some data for their research. I was in a
longitudinal study, designed to track patient outcomes over time with periodic interviews.
A few years later, I asked to be released from it. I didn't want to be reminded anymore,
didn't want to keep seeing myself as a mental patient. Over time, I managed to put the
experience in the back of my mind. But crises would occasionally erupt. And when they
did, I would Jean on the explanatory power of those doctors' diagnoses, like a set of
crutches to help keep me hobbling forward.
* * * *
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Recently, I walked past the apartment building in Iowa City where J was living
when I lost my mind. It looks a little different now. The doorway that used to open from
the living room is gone. I had taken a series of photographs through that door, when it
existed, capturing pedestrians on the sidewalk from my vantage point at the top of the
stairs as they walked to campus in bright spring daylight. I had been afraid to go out
there myself for about a week, so I sought some help.
I met a psychologist who offered some friendly metaphors about my "antennae"
being "out of tune" and recommended an appointment with a psychiatrist. Ultimately, it
was suggested that I participate in a research study that included a trial for a new
antipsychotic medication and the collection of brain images using some newly developed
technologies. Later, when I resisted taking the medication, I was threatened with
involuntary commitment. I avoided this fate by being what they called "compliant" (i.e.
shutting up and swallowing the pills).
I had developed a jumbled system of strange ideas loosely derived from readings
about imperialism and colonialism, and their amateur pseudo-scholarly application to the
narrative universe of the original Star Wars trilogy. I founded - and was the sole
member of- an imaginary society I dubbed the James Joyce Freedom Foundation. The
university psychiatrists regarded all of this nonsense with suspicion, as though I might
become some sort of radical terrorist without the benefit of the psychotropic drugs they
were offering. During a cynical phase, I theorized those concoctions as mere
commodities formulated for profit by the pharmaceutical corporations the doctors seemed
beholden to.
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Eventually, I was released from the hospital.

I

moved back to my hometown for a

while under the guardianship of my mother and her boyfriend, Rick. His parents Jet me
live in a detached building they called "The Cottage," located just across the yard from
their house. Mom and Rick lived in an apartment on the top floor of Rick's parents'
house.

I

remember being pretty sleepy most of the time during those days, and 1 gained a

lot of weight. l suppose these were side effects of the medication. 1 passed my waking
hours reading popular novels, including Stephen King's serialized collection The Green
Mile, listening to the radio, and watching movies with my mother. Braveheart and Rob
Roy, with their themes of resistance to English domination, were especially appealing to
me.
I was afraid to go back to school. A year or so later, I did. After another five
years of study, I was a freshly minted Bachelor of Arts. My first job as a college
graduate was ushering at a movie theater. I t was the summer of 200 I. I did not know it
then, but I had met my future wife a year earlier in a film studies class.
My wife Patricia was the catalyst of my academic career at EIU. We moved to
the Champaign-Urbana area when she entered the Graduate School of Library and
Information Science at the University of lllinois. A year later, I started commuting to
Charleston. She says she will be proud of me when I finish my M.A.
Also, I am forbidden from purchasing a video game system until I do so.
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Word Salad I Alphabet Soup: A Lexicon

A is for anxiety, and academic. Academic anxiety. Also alcohol, alcoholic. Adams,
Douglas (author). Army.
B is for bipolar. Battle (battle rhymes; I wrote some). Beats. Beatles. Bryan. Bakhtin.
C

is for catatonia (I don't have that yet). College. Chili.

D is for delusions. Depression. DSM-IV, DSM-V, etc. DeLillo, Don. Deleuze, Gille.
Dementia. Dr. Demento (The Dr. Demento Show). Discourse. Debord, Guy. Drugs.
Divorce. Death.
is for echolalia ( l have experienced this one). English. E-mail. Ecocriticism.
Egghead.
E

F is for fallibility, failure. Family. Fiction. Facile. Foucault, Michel.
is for grandeur. Guattari, Felix. Gato.
[Senor Don Gato (my favorite song from grade school music class)
"Senor Don Gato was a cat I on a high red roof Don Gato sat I He went there to
read a letter I Meow, meow, meow I Where the reading light was better I Meow,
meow, meow I It was a love note for Don Gato"
- Margaret Marks.]
Geek. Grandparents. Graduate student. Government. Govemmentality. Genre.
G

is for hot mess. Hebeler (There is a Hebeler Corporation. I am not related to them. I
am estranged from the side of my family tree with that name, the ones I am related to:
my father's family (See D for 'divorce')). Hitchhiker 's Guide to the Galaxy (See A for
'Adams, Douglas').
H

I

is for incontinence. Incompetence. I, myself. Infantile.

J

is for jokes. Sometimes they are funny, sometimes decidedly not so.

K

is for killing. I kill insects with my car. Kafka, Franz. Kraeplin, Emil.

L

is for loose association. Love. Lack. Lacan, Jacques. Loneliness.

M is for me, myself (See ' l '). Manic. Modernity. Master of Art?
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N is for nonfiction.
is for occupation, as in what one does for a living; also, as in occupation of Iraq, or
Afghanistan. Orientalism. Oil. Order. Ordo Templi Orientis.
0

P is for Peter: St. Peter, Uncle Peter, Peter from work. People. Police. Polis. Poet.
Poetry. Poetics. Polite. Po-Po. Private.
Q is for quiet. Quick. Quack. Quest.

is for redundant, redolent, rodent. Rat-f*ck (Nixonian tactic). Reagan. Republicans.
Restaurants.
R

S is for schizophrenia. Schizoaffective (See B for bipolar; M for manic; D for depressive
and disorder). School. Student. Scholarship.
T is for "Tricia," one of the names I call my wife. Teacher. Thesis.
U

is for university.

V

is for virus. Virulent. Virilio, Paul.

W is for War Machine (See D for Deleuze; G for Guattari). White. Witness. Whiteness.
George W. Bush.
X

is for Malcolm.

Y

is for yo, espafiol for "I."

X

marks the pirate treasure, buried under a line in the sand.

Z is for Zizek, Slavoj : Enjoy your Symptom !
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A Tale of Two Malls

I started reading Thomas Pynchon's novel Gravity's Rainbow the year I
experienced a mental breakdown, which was also the year I learned to ride a horse. So,
in a way, this makes me sort of a postmodern Don Quixote.
My father's first name was Donald. Textbook example of"looseness of
association" in disorganized, schizophrenic thinking. I use these as transitions in my
writing. They are useful in that way.
My ancestors include northern European types from places like Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, and Germany; and also some Irish folk, who used to not be thought of as
white. I never used to really think about my whiteness. l t was just a box to check on
bureaucratic forms. Nothing more, to my uncritical mind. But I've since come to believe
that there may be a connection between my whiteness and the way my mental illness
manifested itself.
This notion started when I read Joseph Conrad's Heart ofDarkness in Modern
Fiction class as a college freshman. I wrote a paper about the representation of lightness
and darkness in that book - a common theme treated by countless undergraduates, I'm
sure - and how Conrad reversed the polarized values associated with them by European
society.
The novel follows the narrator Marlow as he travels from London to the jungles
of Africa where the native population is subjected to Belgian imperial domination. At the
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end of this journey, he discovers that Kurtz, the man he was hired to locate, whom
Marlow presumed to be a paragon of European Enlightenment, has established himself as
the demonic chieftain of a tribe of locals.
I stayed up all night at the library fueled by Pepsi and bean 'n' cheese burritos
from the gas station, rereading the novel and marking up each expression of ideas about
light or dark, black vs. white, and associated binary terms, weaving them together with
some analyses into what probably amounted to a five-page paper that earned me an A- or
B+.
I think the process of studying and writing about Heart ofDarkness did
something to my brain. I began to see things differently. I started thinking about things I
had never thought about before. Like colonialism, imperialism, exploitation, and my
relationship to all of these phenomena; the ways that, if anything, I unfairly benefited
from them. Reading about these unpleasant historical phenomena, and reflecting upon
them at length, may have triggered a crisis within me akin to the mental breakdown John
Stuart Mill suffered when he was of a similar age.
l

was not immersed in the same rigorous course of study inflicted upon him by his

father (Greek at age 3, physics and astronomy by age 8), but it was a Jot to think about
and eventually I did not process these notions intellectually in a logical, orderly way that
could be contained in something like an academic paper. In the midst of this experience,
I became a mentally ill research subject, rather than a scholarly researcher. And, in a way,
I've been preoccupied with related ideas ever since.
A quick web search of "mental illness and academia" reveals articles addressing
an upward trend in the prevalence of mental health issues for college undergraduates as
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well as Ph.D. candidates in recent years. One takeaway idea is the importance for
students at a11 levels to strike a balance between one's academic work and other
dimensions of their personal lives. This balance was probably lacking in my experience.
I reca11 speaking with a fellow student about how certain historical phenomena I was
learning about made me feel guilty about being a white male in America. He replied,
"You can't afford to take all of that stuff personally."
He may have had a point, but there must be a healthy, responsible, and ethical
middle ground whereby we can acknowledge our complicity with historical forces that
have made it possible for us to live here in the New World with the standard of living that
we enjoy, without ending up needing psychiatric treatment. On the one hand, such
realities ought not to be ignored. On the other, it must surely be hubris of the most
narcissistic order to believe that one white guy's guilty feelings alone are going to do
anyone any good.
I first got heavily into reading as a way to escape from the reality of my life. It
was just a slightly more active mode of being carried away, compared to watching
television or movies. Now I find myself trying to write about my actual life, which I
somehow thought was going to be easier than writing about other peoples' books and
ideas. And all I really want to do is sleep, eat, and watch television. And yet, the
mystique associated with being a writer is alluring. The problem is, a writer has to write.
A scholarly writer has to do it in a certain way, and a creative writer has to be creative.
Currently, I ' m j ust forcing myself to put words down on paper in the pages of a
journal that now has reduced value. People will pay good money for a blank one, as a
potential receptacle for their ideas. Now that the notebook I am writing in is used, its
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contents would have to be something pretty special in order for its value as a commodity
to be increased. A reader would have to believe that the contents - somebody else's
words - were more interesting than what they could put down on the empty pages
themselves. I'm not sure that what I've got here qualifies.

* * * *

Here in this mall in Iowa City, almost thirty years ago, I watched a movie about
Jim Morrison and The Doors, who had a song called "L.A. Woman." I went to see the
film with my high school girlfriend, a young L.A. woman herself, who'd been
transplanted to Iowa when her parents divorced and her father won custody. I flew back
to L.A. with her after we graduated. I got a job at a bookstore on Sunset Boulevard, in a
suburb called Pacific Palisades.
In my hometown of Savanna, Illinois, there is state park known as Mississippi
Palisades. In my youth, I enjoyed walking its trails, clambering over its rocky bluffs,
looking out at the big river below. My grandfather had a pontoon boat, and would take
the family out on the river during the summertime. We would pack a cooler with Mug
root beer and Sunkist orange soda, various salty snacks and sandwiches, and sometimes a
bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken.
It was in Savanna that my parents met as high schoolers. Mom graduated a year
early upon my conception, and it was while I gestated in her womb that I embarked on
my first transatlantic flight. A few months after 1 was born, we flew back to the U.S. and
Jived for a while in Riverside, California. And then it was no airplanes for me until the
day after high school graduation.
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I lost that bookstore job.

I

had developed a habit of borrowing books from its

shelves and bringing them home to our apartment. This was basically kosher under the
leadership of the store manager, as long as we brought the books back in good condition.
But it became a problem when I had to confess to the practice when our store was
investigated by corporate loss prevention officers. Someone had robbed the store safe. It
was an inside job. I copped to the lesser charge of unofficial book borrowing, and had
nothing to do with the theft of the money. But everyone at that store was fired.
So I started working at a restaurant a few blocks away. Here I met several co
workers of Mexican extraction, including the cooks, Tomas and Martinez, who prepared
several different varieties of salsa, one of which was always labeled "No Para Gringos."
There was also Carlos, from Guadalajara, who showed me the ropes of my role as a
cashier and waiter, and taught me some naughty phrases in Spanish. Victor, the young
dishwasher, was learning English, and I helped him practice with some conversation each
day. We would talk about The Flintstones. He would relate the plot of the episode of the
cartoon he had watched that morning before coming to work. It was a decent job, but I
was starting to think that maybe I ought to go back to school. Especially when the
summer turned to fall, and some of the people I had met were preparing to go away to
college campuses.
As history tells us, and Eula Biss writes about so eloquently in Notes from No
Man 's Land, California used to belong to Mexico. And now our president wants to build
a wall to keep so-called "illegals" on the other side. Why couldn't I have been hired as a
Federal employee during the Obama years? Wouldn't this have been easier to live with?
I doubt Obama would have tasked the Corps of Engineers to build such a wall.
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It's been just over a year since m y World Series elation a s a Cubs fan gave way
dramatically and almost immediately to the dreadful despair of Trump's election. A
period of depression and anger followed for me personally, as for many people in this
country. I dealt with these feelings by writing blistering communiques to my elected
officials and creating obscene, mocking memes that I shared with fellow readers of
Wonkette, a feminist, satirical leftwing blog whose mission is to be the "Official Blog of
#THERESISTANCE." l could trust the writers and readers here to illuminate and
eviscerate all things Trump. This was one of the best sources of news for me at the time,
the only one I could really stomach other than Rachel Maddow on MSNBC.
"I hope you do not believe," I wrote to Senator Chuck Grassley, "that just because
most of the people in Iowa are white, that all of us are going to tolerate the presence of a
white supremacist in the White House."
I had never seen the White House with my own eyes until very recently. As a
member of the team of Federal employees working on editorial updates to environmental
compliance manuals, I attended a meeting at the Navy Yard of the TEAM Committee.
"TEAM" stands for "The Environmental Assessment Manual." The meeting was
attended by representatives of several government agencies - including the Army, Navy,
Missile Defense, Homeland Security, and Veteran's Affairs - who subscribe to the
manuals we publish.
After the meeting, I took a walk on the National Mall with my mentor, Pete, and
another senior colleague. We saw the Capitol Building, several structures housing
various Smithsonian Museums, the Washington Monument, and the World War I I
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Memorial. We walked several thousand paces (Pete wears a Fit Bit) to the Lincoln
Memorial, passing the long reflecting pond on the way.
Trump's election has had a miserable, depressing impact on so many people in
this country. When I gathered with my family for the first time after this regrettable
event, we all shook our heads and shared our reactions of disbelief. My sister spoke
about her tears, and listless days spent on the couch. Pete told me he was in D.C. in
December of 2016, and the mood of shock and gloom at that time was palpable. During
my recent visit there, I saw several items of memorabilia in one of the airport gift shops
that attest to this lasting attitude. One T-shirt featured a portrait of Barack Obama printed
on a "Wanted" poster, and proclaimed: "If Found, Please Return Him to 1600
Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC." Other buttons and coffee mugs advertised,
more realistically, "Michelle 2020."
Back on the National Mall, sitting half-submerged in the scum-covered water of
the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool, was a chunk of stone, about the size of a cinder
block. This seemed out of place, as if it had landed there through some odd series of
murky, unknown circumstances. I joked to my co-workers: "That there is the Trump
Memorial."
"At least it's proportional," Pete replied.

* * * *

I'm writing this at the Old Capitol Mall in Iowa City, which was on its way to
ghost mall status, so11 of l ike Lincoln Square in Urbana, until the University of Iowa took
up most of the vacant spaces on the upper floor. There used to be a lot of shops here that
I frequented as a teenager. There was a place to buy jeans, a music store during the
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heyday of CDs, an adolescent-oriented boutique where I got one of my ears pierced, a
movie theater, a video game arcade, and a T-shirt shop where I bought one emblazoned
with Grant Wood's American Gothic. There was even a Victoria's Secret. All gone now.
Shopping malls seem to be dying in the Midwest. I don't really mind personally.
For several years, from the mid-90s to the early years of the twenty-first century, I
suffered from agoraphobia and could hardly stand to be in a bustling marketplace. When
I was a kid, the nearest shopping mall was an hour's drive away, and I wanted to go all
the time. After I left ho�e and had to pay for my own clothes, I developed a taste for
thrift stores.
M y first post-baccalaureate job was at the old movie theater in Old Capitol Mall.
The Campus III, they called it, for its three screens and locale. It was part-time, and paid
scarcely more than minimum wage. There were perks, however, like free popcorn and
free movies. Food and entertainment: two of life's necessities. Sometimes, I miss the
simplicity of those days. After taking tickets from moviegoers and selling them snacks
from the concession bar all throughout that summer and into autumn, I heard about a full
time job at a now defunct telecom company called MCI.
I worked the graveyard shift at MCI as a customer service representative,
responsible for responding to claims of fraudulent charges on customers' bills. I tried to
honor as many refunds as I possibly could. After a few months, MCI WorldCom went
bankrupt. I don't think I had anything to do with it.
I decided to go back to school in order to study sociology. I wrote in my
application that my purpose was to engage in a "critique of psychiatry." This was based
partly on my belief at the time that I had been caught up as a troubled undergraduate in an
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institutional system that, as described by Eula Biss in her critique of big state universities,
was organized for the benefit of those at the top of the hierarchy: well-funded
researchers. In my case, the researchers were funded by Janssen Pharmaceuticals, a
division of Johnson & Johnson, the makers of a drug that has since been found to
promote larger than nonnal breast size in males.
At about this time, I was also hired as a unit clerk in the Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit of the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, where I once faced being a
committed psychiatric patient. I worked there for six years, a record for me that still
stands. Later, by virtue of completing enough coursework in sociology to qualify for a
minor in the field, l was able to be hired as a Social Scientist by the Army Corps of
Engineers, after working as a contractor for about five years.
The job offer came mere days before the inauguration of Trump, who
immediately put a Federal hiring freeze into effect. Four months later, it was determined
that I could be hired under a waiver that applied to military personnel, since the Corps is
under the umbrella of the Department of Defense. So I became a Federal employee in the
Trump administration. Getting paid by the government with a man like him at the helm
of the executive branch makes me feel conflicted.
It's like the way I feel sometimes when I think about my own whiteness, a
conceptual category whose history is so steeped in ugly ideas, and yet has contributed so
much to my experience of life in America. It's something that I have to Jive with, 1
suppose. It's easier to do when I don't think about it. But when I do, I realize it's
something that I benefit from, even though J don't feel good about it, since my white
privilege comes at the expense of others.
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* * * *

So, in May of 2017, I was stuck with a lease for an apartment in Iowa City, and
expected to report for work at

the Arn1y Corps of Engineers Construction Engineering

Research Laboratory (CERL) in Champaign, Illinois. That's a long commute: three and
a half hours of straight through driving, more like four or five with stoppage for gas,
food, rest, etcetera.
We had left Champaign-Urbana in 20 1 3 for Warrensburg, Missouri - home of
Whiteman Air Force Base, where the stealth bombers live. My wife Patricia is the
opposite of a white man; she is a woman of color. Her parents came to the United States
in the late sixties from the Philippines.- After her father graduated from medical school at
the University of Santo Tomas, he began searching for a place to advance his career as a
doctor. He picked up a brochure featuring a winter scene from a hospital in Des Moines.
He had never seen snow before, so he decided to go to Iowa for further training.
Tricia was born at the University of lowa Hospitals and Clinics while her dad was
completing his residency in anesthesiology and pathology. I used to tell her that she was
more American than me because she was born in the United States and I was born in
Germany, and this always made her mad. When she was hired to work in the library at
the University of Central Missouri, she found that she was the only person of color
working in her department and one of only two people of color among staff library-wide.
The University of Central M issouri goes to great lengths to recruit international students
from India to attend their school. At the first departmental meeting Tricia attended, she
learned that she would be tasked with assisting another Library Assistant in hiring student
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workers. At the meeting, her co-worker complained: "Why is it mostly international
students who apply for the student jobs in our department?"
Tricia eventually grew to hate her job because of the racism and disrespect she
observed and experienced there. I promised her she could quit and we couJd move back
to the Champaign-Urbana area, where I could support the two of us with my contract
when the oft-promised Federal job materialized. But there was a delay in the renewal of
my contract, so I was out of a job myself. This was about the time I was supposed to
have been reading the works on my M.A. Comprehensive Exam list. I applied for jobs at
my old stomping grounds, University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, and - luckily - was
hired as a clerk in the Call Center.
1 had a full-time job, and a couple of months after the move back to Iowa, I heard
from my guy Pete about another contract. Then I had two full-time jobs. I tried to keep
that up for about two months. For the last few months before being hired as a Fed, I
worked from the Iowa City apartment on the contract. Then, after the Trump business,
the commuting began.
My first choice as travelling companion for those Jong drives?
The audiobook of Gravity 's Rainbow, which I have now finished.
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In the Army Now

When they've tortured and scared you for twenty-odd years
Then they expect you to pick a career
When you can't reallyfunction you 're so full offear
- John Lennon, "Working Class Hero"

I'm in the Army now. Not in the traditional sense - I 'm no soldier. I work for the
Corps of Engineers, but I ' m not an engineer either. My official title is Social Scientist
and that feels like a joke to me, though not a funny one. I'm grateful for the employment,
but how does an English major with anti-imperial leanings and a taste for Neo-Marxist
philosophy get co-opted by the Federal government in the Trumpian 2 1 st century?
There's no punchline for a setup like that.
My father was a soldier stationed in Frankfurt, Germany as a medical records
clerk. I was born in the American military hospital there. My mother divorced him when
I was five. After the Army, he worked as a carpenter on odd jobs until he died when I
was fourteen, in a car crash. I t wasn't until I was well into my twenties that I began to
process any of my thoughts and feelings about him. I skipped the funeral and went to
school that day instead - sophomore year, Driver's Ed.
I'm in the Army now, but when I was still in college I found myself one afternoon
in a deserted basement classroom, taking out my adolescent rage on overturned desks in a
frantic fit of profanity - the sobbing primal scream of a twenty-something child reliving
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the cold darkness of a room locked from the outside in which I had been left alone by my
father on the last night my mother let him see me.
I'm in the Army now, and it's a serious business. My superiors tell me I must
bring in outside money for the organization through research projects and sponsor
supported deliverables if l wish to advance my career. Otherwise, I'll be guilty of the sin
of being what they call an "overhead expense." So many bureaucratic phrases I never
had to understand before.
The summer preceding my enrollment at the University of Iowa, I worked there as
a janitor. My assigned area was the Business Building.

I

learned to mop floors, scrub

toilets, spray and wipe bathroom mirrors, empty bins of trash and recyclables, and sweep
stairwells. I was on the second shift. Faculty, staff, and students walked the halls as I
arrived in the afternoon. When the computer lab was closed for the night and the lights
were all turned off, I would sometimes sit down to rest on an office chair in front of the
iMacs and wonder what it would be like to use those candy colored machines for
intellectual labor. This was 1 994. The Internet existed before then, but it was not the
commonplace consumer playland it has since become.
Those computers reminded me of earlier school days, when we students would
play Oregon Trail on the Apple II computers at school, and I would play (arguably) less
educational games on my grandfather's Commodores afterward. My favorites included
Trolls and Tribulations, GORF, ZORK - along with several other interactive text
adventures produced by INFOCOM - and Kung Fu! : The Way of the Exploding Fist.
There is a photograph of me from this era, sitting at the dining room table in my
grandparents' house, doing my math homework. So there is evidence that I also studied.
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Why, then, was 1 a janitor at the age o f 2 1 ? No disrespect to janitors; I am not that sort of
snob. But it is hard physical work, and hadn't I been on the college preparatory track
toward intellectual work?
The day after my high school graduation, I boarded a plane in Cedar Rapids with
my first serious girl friend, and we flew to Los Angeles International Airport. Gazing at
the lights below as we floated and circled above them, I felt fear along with excitement. I
had no job yet, but my girlfriend's mother had set us up with an apartment. I had not
applied to any colleges, but I had a vague plan to attend school somewhere, sometime.
I'm in the Army now, but I almost joined the Navy. In fact, I signed some papers.
They call it deferred enlistment, but when the time came, I demurred. A deal had been
struck for basic training up North near Chicago and Intelligence Training down South in
Dam Neck, Virginia, but I stayed in the Iowan Mid-West and so avoided deployment to
the Middle East. This was called "Refusal to Enlist" and resulted in an Administrative
Discharge. lt was 1993, sandwiched between Bush I's Gulf War and Bush II's War on
Terror.
My Uncle Peter joined the Navy as an officer after graduating from Northern
lllinois University with a business degree and working as a bank teller in Chicago. He
met his future wife, Anne, at the bank where he worked. She was a customer and a chef.
When my uncle retired from active service, they started a restaurant together called
Maison Bleu in Watkinsville, Georgia - just south of Athens. He managed the front of
the house and she ruled the kitchen.
It was a nice place, with white fabric tablecloths and contemporary art on the
walls, but I only got to see Maison Bleu once. The occasion was a celebration of my
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uncle's life - in lieu of a funeral. He died when his car collided with a truck while
driving home from closing the restaurant one night. I met the staff he left behind, though
r

never got to see him there alive. Meeting the staff reminded me of a time he came to

visit family in our hometown, back when the restaurant was still in its planning stages.
He showed us the business plan. It included an itemized budget. The smallest dollar
figure line item it contained was for labor. I thought this was odd, especially after
meeting the folks who made the business run.
My Uncle Pete advised me to go to college before entering the armed forces. By
the time I graduated with a B.A., I had no intention ofjoining the military. Just as I was
about to complete my M.A., some folks from the Army Corps of Engineers contacted me,
through a contracting company, to do some work editing environmental compliance
manuals, which I have been doing for a few years now.
My job involves a lot of reading, and some writing. The subject matter is
important, if a little on the dry side. Sometimes the writing feels more like cutting and
pasting, functions I frequently execute as I review changes made by state legislatures and
update our manuals to reflect them. The purpose of these manuals is to help ensure that
Federal facilities are fol1owing local regulations where they operate. Applicable
installations range from the post offices in practically every municipality nationwide to
mil itary hospitals abroad, like the one where I was born.
I suppose there is a certain degree of pride that goes along with working for an
institution like the Army Corps of Engineers. After all, the Army is older than the nation,
and the Corps itself predates the Army. For someone who leans politically leftward, as 1
do, it's a decent gig making a contribution toward holding the government accountable.
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It can be a bit dismaying at times to be a cog in this bureaucratic war machine, but it's
good to have a steady paycheck. I learned once that the word 'salary' has etymological
roots in the salt that was once used as payment for Roman soldiers.
I ' m in the Army now.
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Hotel Blues

I have been staying in hotels a lot recently - mostly because of work. My new
boss, Donald Trump, is a hotel-monger.
I ' m spending the night in Champaign, as I have been doing a few times per week,
more or less, since my new employer - the Army - hired me about five months ago. I'm
commuting weekly from Iowa City, which is roughly a four-hour drive, until my wife and
I make our final move down here. Last week, during a training course, Uncle Sam paid
my hotel bill, and will do so again next month, when I travel to Washington, D.C. for the
first time in my capacity as a Federal employee. I ' l l be attending a meeting of folks who
work on the same sort of stuff that I do - environmental compliance regulations.
This meeting will happen at a place known as the Navy Yard, and 1 will stay at a
hotel within a taxi ride's distance from it. The first time the government paid for me to
stay in a hotel room was more than twenty years ago, when I was thinking about joining
the Navy. I had to take a Greyhound bus to Des Moines in order to be processed as a
potential recruit. This involved an overnight stay in between the physical exams,
psychological evaluations, language skill testing, and other bureaucratic ordeals and
administrative undertakings that I don't remember with much clarity.
What I do remember about that night in the hotel, as a nineteen-year-old kid
thinking about becoming a sailor, was that I was kind of freaked out by the prospect, and
found it hard to sleep. Many of the young men and women 1 met during that trip seemed
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filled with bravado and bristling with self-esteem, certain they were making a good
choice for their lives and careers. I wasn't really feeling it. But these individuals had it
all plan!led out. Join the service at age twenty-something, put in twenty years, and retire
at forty-something with a government pension. They made it sound like the easiest thing
to do, and didn't express any doubts or misgivings like the ones I had. Then again, I
probably hadn't expressed mine, either. Some of them must be retired by now, while I
am just getting started.
In the Des Moines hotel room that night, I tried watching a football game on
television. You know how fans at sporting events sometimes hold up signs that have
clever things written on them, or cite quotations from the Bible? "John 3 : 19," stuff like
that?
John 3 : 1 9 says: "And this is the condemnation, that the light has come into the
world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil." Yikes.
To be honest, I don't recall which particular biblical citation was scrawled on the
football fan's sign that I noticed on the television that night, but there was one, and
whatever passage it referred to definitely contributed to my uneasiness when I looked it
up. Reading the Bible often has this effect on me. Maybe I ' m reading the wrong parts.
Tonight is Halloween. On All Hollow's Eve, it is traditionally said that "the veil
between the living and the dead is lifted." The living occupy their bodies only
temporarily, like folks checked into a hotel. The dead no longer live in their bodies.
Dead bodies are often laid to rest in graveyards, until they disintegrate, or are
incinerated first, transformed into the dust from whence they came, and then buried - or
not. Remains, they are called, or, if burnt, cremains. Cremains are to remains as motels
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are to hotels. Sometimes I stay in a motel, which is a motor hotel, because they are
cheaper.
My grandfather, who once owned a hotel, was cremated, and his cremains are
buried at the bottom of a hill on the property where I once lived. My aunt and uncle live
there now. When I was younger, I would sometimes go sledding down that hill. Gramps
took some photos of me and a friend of mine - his name was Timothy - lying in the snow
after wiping out on the toboggan, dressed in snowsuits and hats, Moon Boots and gloves.
We look pretty happy in those photos.
Another Timothy has some text named for him in the Bible, like John. It comes
in the form of two letters from Paul the Apostle. In the first letter to Timothy, Paul says,
"Bodily exercise profits a little, but godliness is profitable to all things" ( l Timothy 4:8).
I am not ordinarily one to quote verses from the Bible.

I

have more often quoted

Shakespeare. Shakespeare, certainly, has some good quotes about bodies and hotels. I
recall a character named Mistress Quickly, who keeps an inn - which is Shakespearean
talk for "hotel" - named The Boar's Head. Sir John Falstaff is a frequent customer.
My body is probably too old to play Hamlet, but I might still have a chance to
portray Falstaff onstage. He is a jolly old fat man who drinks too much wine, which the
Bible says we ought not do. I have often done this. One part of the body it's particularly
bad for is the liver, doctors say. My wife's brother is a cardiologist. He told me I could
drink one or two glasses of wine without too much trouble, and that this might even be
healthy. French people are often cited as folk who enjoy that sort of thing. Sir John
Falstaff was a friend of Prince Hal, who becomes Henry V, and fights a war against the
French.

so

In the Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy, Paul writes of soldiers:
"You therefore must endure hardship as a good soldier of Jesus Christ. No one engaged
in warfare entangles himself with the affairs of this life, that he may please him who
enlisted him as a soldier" (2 Timothy 2:3 - 2:4).
I am not a soldier, nor am l enlisted, but I do work for the Anny, and i f there is
one "him" who "enlisted" me for the job, he is a man whose name is Peter. He wants to
retire in a few years, and needs some body to replace him. Inside Peter's body is a brain
that knows a lot more about the work I am supposed to do than mine does. M y brain is
learning, but it's a slow process.
There is now, tonight, a piece of material that was once a part of my body lying
on the bedside table, next to the Gideon's Bible. It was attached to my finger. It was part
of my fingernail. I tore that piece of it off a while ago. This is a bad habit my doctor told
me to quit. He and my wife both want me to use clippers. l never developed a taste for
that.
I met a brain doctor once who told me mine was broken. She wrote a book called
The Broken Brain. The book is not just all about my brain, in particular. I f I believed
that, it would be a "delusion of grandeur," or an example, perhaps, of a "paranoid
delusion ofreference." I'm not qualified to diagnose such phenomena, but I'll admit,
I've suffered my share o f both. I do, however, know the difference between my brain
and The Broken Brain. At least in the sense that 1 know she didn't write the whole book
specifically about a part of my body and no one else's. Maybe it's true that mine was
broken. Maybe she and her colleagues even helped me fix it. I f so, I suppose 1 owe them
al I some gratitude, even though it seems kind of rude to tell someone their brain is
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broken. Her name is Nancy. Before she became a brain doctor, she was a student of
literature.
When I started college i n 1994, I was a double major i n anthropology and art. In
1 995, I was on the Dean's List.

I

spent Spring Break in the psychiatric ward of the

university hospital in 1996. That's when I met Dr. Nancy.
Mental illness is difficult to understand. Scientists like Nancy work to increase
understanding through research. In exchange for diagnosis and treatment, I was a subject
of that research. One of the things they wanted to do was take pictures of my brain.
Using a technique that was relatively new at that time, Positron Emission Tomography,
or PET, researchers would scan brains while their subjects were using them to think
about things, which showed scientists the parts of their subjects' brains that were
activated when they thought about certain kinds of stuff.
Recently, l heard on the radio that this technology has helped researchers predict
which mentally ill patients are more likely to commit suicide, by virtue of studying the
patterns of their brain activity when asked to produce thoughts related to suicidal
ideation. Hooray for science. This is a big deal, because people with broken brains often
want to check out of their bodies early.
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Gram and Gramps

I ' ve heard my mother and other relatives say that my grandfather was a hard
drinker who could be mean and scary, but to me, he was just Gramps. Sure, he was blunt
sometimes, as when he tried to teach his only grandson the value of a dollar: "Look, kid.
It says, 'This note is legal tender for all debts public and private.' Any idea what that
means? This doesn't grow on trees. You know what grows on trees? Leaves. You want
a dollar? How about you go rake some leaves in the yard." I had probably asked him for
some money, so I could buy something stupid like a He-Man figure. At least I hadn't
done the shitty thing that particular afternoon and stolen a bunch of quarters from his
trouser pockets while he slept.
He was born in New York City about a hundred years ago. His mother was a
nurse from Ireland. At some point, he relocated to Chicago, where his formal education
ended at the eighth grade. Mom teHs me he had a little help getting into the Electricians'
Union from some mobbed-up acquaintances in St. Louis. Maybe that's why he had so
many guns. I especially liked the .38 he kept in his underwear drawer, nestled in
amongst the handkerchiefs and boxer shorts. J would pull this out sometimes during the
commercial breaks of Cubs broadcasts on WGN with Harry Carey and Steve Stone.
Gramps was missing a few fingers. The cause was mysterious, because each time
I asked about it,

he'd give me a different answer. "A pig bit 'em off."

Or,

a machine." Someone in my family might know the truth, but it's not me.

"Got caught in
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Some nights, my grandfather would stay up till dawn eating lettuce leaves with
salt, watching the weirdest stuff on television. Like World Cup soccer and low-budget
productions of Shakespeare and biopics about Abraham Lincoln. He had cable, which
was exotic to me. The cable boxes back then had actual buttons that needed to be
physically pressed, until a device known as "the clicker" appeared. If Gramps was in the
room, he controlled that clicker. "Gimme the clicker." But, when he left the room, he
would hand it to me and say, "Watch what you want." That was usually something like
Thundercats or G.I. Joe.
He did not fight in World War I I due to having "flat feet," which apparently
disqualified folks from active duty. But he played his part for the war effort in a
roundabout sort of way. One of the places he work�d as an electrical foreman was the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, where some development of The Bomb
took place. Another was the nuclear power plant in Cordova, Illinois. That was about
the time he bought a hotel in what would later become my hometown: Savanna, Illinois.
The deer, duck, and fish covered billboards hung high on the bluff overlooking
the intersection of Chicago Avenue and Highway 84, also known as "The Great River
Road," proclaim Savanna a "Sportsman's Paradise." It is the locale of the former
Savanna Army Depot, now defunct, a testing ground and munitions dump for all sorts of
dangerous, nasty things. Proud home, too, of the Indians - the mascot for the high school
until consolidation came to the area some time after I moved away. One of my favorite
features was, and still is, Mississippi Palisades State Park, north of town along the road to
Galena.
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My grandparents' hotel, The Hotel Radke, was located on Main Street in
Savanna, and my grandfather, grandmother, and all their kids ran that place until
sometime in the late seventies or early eighties, when it was sold to the first of a series of
slumlords that ran it into the ground. Gramps was a golfer, a skeet shooter, and a
photographer. He was a gambler, and a driver of Cadillacs. One of his card-playing
buddies was the husband of my junior high American literature teacher. And my Aunt
Beth tells me he used to send her to school with envelopes of money to settle poker debts
with her high school history teacher. My grandfather was a pillar of the community, a
businessman. He smoked Dutch Masters cigars. He collected coins. He was interested
in computers. He used to sing for me:
Shave and a haircut, two bits
Tip the barber, one bit
All together, three bits.

One of his cleaner expressions was "Oh, for the love of Pete." The dirtier ones
are a part of my own vernacular, passed down to me from him via my mother. The Pete
in question must be Saint Peter, not his youngest son - my Uncle Pete, who has passed.
This is a Catholic family I'm describing here. At least that generation of it was.

* * * *

My grandmother was not my grandfather's first wife. This was sort of a secret
that my Uncle Jeff revealed to me when I was, presumably, grown-up enough to hear

it.

don't know much about the first wife, but the few things I have heard are a bit unsavory.
Lt::l's jusl say Gramps didn't start up a Catholic family with that lady.
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I was a freshman in high school when my grandfather died peacefully in his
armchair after changing the license plates on his car one winter evening. It was shortly
before homecoming. I quit my first job as a stock boy at the local liquor store - Captain
Waltz Wharf, right on Main Street in front of the Mississippi River- when the owner
refused to let me off work to attend the homecoming dance. I had a date. She was the
first girl I ever kissed, back when we were kids and her mom was my babysitter. One
summer day, this girl and I snuck into a dark closet, and I planted one right on her nose.
Inept as that seems, it was a bigger dose of romance than what I remember from the
dance itself years later.
So, Gram was a widow for a while. Then a funny thing happened. Her second
husband was my stepfather's father. They met when my little sister Emma was about to
have her second birthday. Their first date was a shopping expedition for her birthday
present. Chuck was a nice guy, a retired railroad man who had also served in the Navy.
They got married at the Welcome Center in Sabula: Iowa's Only Island City, just across
the river from Savanna. Gram and Chuck did a lot of travelling in their RV all over the
country, including an epic trip to Alaska. Then Chuck died, too, a few years later during
the second semester of my freshman year in college. Gram lived alone in the home she
had shared with him in Sabula until last October, when she made the move back to the
Illinois side of the Mississippi.
Gram passed away early on the morning of September 1 3 , 2 0 1 7. I heard the
chime of an incoming text message delivering this news to my little blue flip phone while
I shuffled out of the hotel bathroom, on my way back to bed. "Uh-oh," I said out loud, to
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no one. It's not that I had a premonition or anything. But what news can be good at 6: 1 5
a.m.?
When she was remembering things, she fondly recalled the early days of her
courtship with my grandfather. She had met him at a dance hall, and spent most of the
evening dancing with him. She had not worn her glasses that night, so the evening he
came to pick her up for a date at her family home a week later was the first good look she
got of him.
She also told stories about skipping school during her teenage years to attend a
Frank Sinatra concert in Chicago, and about the day she learned of the outbreak of World
War II, in which two of her brothers served. Gram was proud of having gone to
secretarial school and earning her own living before she got married. In later years, I
remember her working at the soda fountain in the local drug store in downtown Savanna,
where I would sometimes visit her in the summer to sit on the spinning round stools and
have an egg salad sandwich and cherry coke. That drug store is now a shop for tourists.
Gram was in a nursing home for about eleven months. After she started falling
down a lot, the staff made her spend most of her time in the common area of the facility,
which she didn't enjoy at all. This was the space where she had observed the people she
did not want to be like when she first arrived.
I remember how I wanted to take my meals in my own room on the psych. ward,
instead of eating with the other patients in the dining area.
Over the past year, there was a definite decline in Gram's mental functioning.
When I first started visiting her at Big Meadows, she was still pretty sharp. Especially
when we played cards. Pinochle was the big family game, and her favorite. But in the
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nursing home, we played rummy with her. Her card playing devolved through a few
noticeable stages: just as good as it used to be; pretty good but a little confused; not so
good; no card playing at all. The last few times I saw her, she was "too tired" to play
cards. "Maybe next time," she said. "Come a little earlier." By then, she didn't really
know who I was.
I'm glad I got to see her over Labor Day weekend, and to hold her frail hand and
say something I'd learned from the few times she brought me to church: "Peace be with
you."
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Food and Family

My Uncle Jeff used to throw epic pig roasts. These attracted crowds beyond our
family. Whole pigs were smoked, sometimes in a pit, sometimes in a cooker forged from
what looked to me like an old oil tank. One year, the event took place on a sandbar
island in the Mississippi River. He sank his boat that year. Another time, the pit that was
dug in the yard on the side of the hill killed the old tree that grew there. From the top of
this tree, I could see the river. One summer, an old hippie got blasted in the chest by a
roman candle during a pig roast firework display.
Back then, my elders were younger than I am now, and competed vigorously
against each other in basketball and volleyball games during these get-togethers.
The pig would end up with a smoldering crust, and its moist, delicious, smoky
meat was served on sweet bread rolls with barbecue sauce. I used to wonder how one
animal could feed so many humans. The ratio between the singular pig and the swarming
mass of people would make me fearful that there would not be enough to go around. But
there were always leftovers.
One year, there was a watermelon infused with vodka at the pig roast.
My junior high history teacher Mr. Wright would arrive dressed like Abraham
Lincoln or a Union soldier. He was a Civil War re-enactor and in later years founded a
museum dedicated to Savanna history. One day, in class. he told us that it was easier to
get into a mental institution than to get out of one.
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These days, when I visit home, it seems like there is never enough time to explore
all of the places of interest I would like to see. When I lived there as a child, I was often
bored and wished to escape.
It has been a long time since the last pig roast, yet when we get together as a
family we usually eat some sort of meal. Rastrelli's is an Italian restaurant in Clinton,
Iowa just across the river from Savanna. It has been around since my grandparents
moved to the area in the 1960s from the south side of Chicago. I've been there twice this
past year. Once for my birthday in February, and again on the evening of the visitation
service for my grandmother, the night before her funeral.
Toward the end, Grandma didn't want to eat. It was one of the factors that led to
the decision to put her in a nursing home. She lived alone - twice widowed - and only
seemed to enjoy food ifthere was some social activity built around it. She liked the fish
fry

special from Manny's, the local Mexican restaurant, when we brought it to her place

two Decembers ago. Two years ago, in the spring, we celebrated Gram's birthday with a
dinner out at Potter's Mill in Bellevue, Iowa.
Family photos were prescribed for Gram as a therapeutic activity to help with the
memory loss associated with Alzheimer's disease. She was supposed to look at a
periodically refreshed sample of them and try to identify the people and events depicted.
The most vivid recollection I witnessed her experience was triggered by music. We
watched a Frank Sinatra concert on DVD in her room at Big Meadows, and this brought
tears to her eyes as she remembered her youth. That was the last time I heard her speak
so cogently of the past.
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The last time I saw her alive, there was food on the table in front of her in the
common area of the nursing home, but she would not eat in front of us because she
wasn't wearing her bottom dentures, and seemed embarrassed to put them in while we
were there.
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Family Photograph

Me and My Father, ca. 1976
You are looking at a photograph of your father holding you on his lap. Without
pictures like these, of which there are only a few, you would not know what he looked
like. You have no conscious memories of him anymore.
Both of you look happy in this photo. It is hard to describe how it makes you feel
to see it now. There is a flash of hope, of comfort, and then a faint pang of loss and
regret. You are left mostly with curiosity about why such an apparent bond was so short
lived.
His arms are wrapped around your waist, with his elbows propped up on the
wooden armrests of the chair. The geometry of the gesture is faintly reminiscent of the
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Heimlich maneuver. He wears a wedding ring, and a red and white plaid flannel shirt,
with sleeves loosely folded and rolled up. He has a handlebar mustache and long, narrow
sideburns. His hair is brown and wavy, framing his face; it hangs down just past his
cheekbones on a level with his mouth, which is smiling.
You are smiling, too. Your face is pudgy. You have hair about the same color as
his, perhaps a lighter shade of brown, but sleek and straight in a bowl cut that covers your
forehead and forms an edge just above your brow. You can see the lobes of your ears
peeking out from behind the longer locks on the sides of your round head.
You 're wearing a short-sleeved white shirt with light blue stripes and a pattern
that you can't quite make out. 1t could be a long row of reindeer i n silhouette. Your
arms are draped over his, your right hand resting on your bare knee, your left one on his
blue jean covered leg.
You cannot identify the setting of this image, but you seem to recall the crocheted
blanket that is draped over the back of the chair. Maybe this is your father's parents'
house.
You could call your mother and ask her, but you don't want to. You'd rather
sleep and let the answers reveal themselves to you in a dream, one that might remind you
what it felt like to be so close to this half of your origins, perhaps relive the warmth of
this fatherly embrace.
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A Red Brick House

A couple of years after she divorces your father, your mother marries another man

who is not very nice. One of his repeated threats is that he will deliver unto you "a swift
kick in the ass" for various random infractions. You have more memories of this guy
than you do of your father, but wish you didn't. Thinking about him makes you want to
drink. This is not a good idea, especially given that excessive consumption of alcohol
and other illicit substances on the part of your biological father are ultimately what led
your mother to leave him. Your mother doesn't drink anymore, and the only drugs she
takes now are prescribed.
The three of you live with some cats in a red brick house on South Sixth Street in
Savanna. Those cats are probably your best friends at this time in your life, even though
you often torment them with barrages of water from the spray bottle intended for the
plants. They have cool furniture of their own - carpeted scratching posts constructed by
your Uncle Jeff, a handy carpenter and craftsman. He also helps you build and paint a
purple and white race car for the Cub Scout Pinewood Derby.
From your bedroom, there is a view of the steeple of St. John's Catholic Church.
You like to point your telescope toward it. Sometimes you see a bird's nest there. A
good Samaritan leaves a box full of books on the porch. They are for you. You like
some of the Jack London and Ernest Hemingway stories, but cannot get through A
Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L 'Engle.
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You join the Star Wars Fan Club, which entitles you to a periodic newsletter and
opportunities for collecting special edition figurines. You also have access to one of the
cutting-edge home video game offerings of the day: Pong, an amusing simulation of
tennis I racquetball I squash. You freak your mother out when you carve the face off of
one of your Luke Skywalker action figures with your pocketknife.
In a spare bedroom upstairs, across from the bathroom, there is a desk with an
IBM electric typewriter. This machine intrigues you with its round, spiky alphabet
covered printing mechanism that reminds you of the Death Star. You load paper into the
typewriter and strike the keys, but cannot think of anything to write about.
Your mother's second husband works for the Burlington Northern Railroad, so
you are reasonably looked after financially. But she cuts her wrist in a suicide attempt
while married to him. You recall that she wears a cast for a while, and you detect a trail
of blood on the carpeted stairs. Some of the white grout between the bathroom ti Jes
retains stubborn rust-colored stains. These clues do not seem to fit the explanation she
gives for her injury. You do not find out what really happened until many years later. As
far as you know, her depression is not officially diagnosed until all of her marriages have
ended. You find the paperwork for this particular divorce. It lists "mental cruelty" as the
grounds for divorce.
The lawyer she uses is your Webelos Scout Leader. Webelos is an intermediate
level between Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts. The lawyer is also your friend Timothy's
stepfather. You and Timothy are friends until junior high, when he drifts toward a cooler
crowd. His social skills are more adept than yours, and his parents can afford better
clothes. You look him up online and find that he is now the sales manager of a specialty
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motorcycle shop. He holds a land speed record for a particular type of cycle. He
achieved the record in a race out west on the Salt Flats of Utah.
Footloose is a popular movie at about this time. You do not see it. But you watch
Top Gun. And Back to the Future, and the video for Michael Jackson 's Thriller. You
are a consumer of MTV. Often, you will zone out in front of the television and not hear
your mother when she speaks to you. You I ike the role-playing game Dungeons and
Dragons, but have no one to play it with. So you attack the furniture. with kitchen knives
during your own personal fantasy adventures. Years later, your mother tells you that she
thinks she ought to have known something was wrong when these things were happening.
But it all seems logical and normal to you.
This past spring, while in town to visit Mom and Gram, you drive to the
neighborhood with the red brick house. You take some photographs that include a couple
of dogs barking viciously in the front yard. They remind you of the multi-headed
Cerberus, mythical guardian of the gates of Hades.
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Sports

Once upon a time, I was a junior high football player. Our coach told us that
football is "a thinking man's game" and taught us the basics: lining up, running plays,
good sportsmanship. I played tight end offensively and I inebacker on defense. I wasn't
great, but made some catches and sacked opposing quarterbacks a couple of times. I
never actually made it into the end zone, however, during regulation play.
There was one tragic and embarrassing event that brought my school football
career to an end. The night before a road game, my stepfather Dennis (the nice one)
made a batch of chili. I t had some disagreeable effects on my digestive system. These
became painfully active during the game.

I

tried to take care of the necessary functions

in the locker room. The resulting usage of toilet paper clogged the plumbing. I was
accused of doing this intentionally, as a prank.
To this day, the smell of bleach will take me back to the night after that football
game, when I tried to wash my uniform. The stains did not come out fully, and I did not
finish out the season. I t occurs to me now that, had my football career been more
successful, I could have ended up with a different sort of brain malady: CTE (Chronic
Traumatic Encephalopathy). This has been in the news a lot lately.
Basketball went a little better. The summer between junior high and high school,
Dennis arranged for me to attend a basketball camp at a college campus somewhere in
Iowa. I don't recall the exact location, but it was a good experience. The coaches there
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were nice. They taught us how to improve our fundamentals, as well as some finer points
of the game - like taking offensive charges as a defender. This basically meant getting
into good position and letting your opponent knock you down. I developed a knack for
this. There was also a screening of the Mel Brooks film Spaceballs, a parody of Star
Wars, for our entertainment. That was a highlight.
On the basketball team, I actually managed to rack up some points in competition.
I was not a starter and would never play varsity, but as a high school sophomore, I scored
a career high of 1 6 points in one game. During this game, I also sustained an injury.
While diving for a ball that was on its way out of bounds, I smashed my chin on the
parquet floor and drew blood. This play resulted in an assist, as the ball I swiped back
inbounds reached my teammate who put in an easy basket.
My Uncle Peter taught me how to dribble a basketball in the damp basement of
my grandparents' house. Down there, Gramps kept his shotgun shell loading equipment.
He owned an awesome machine with tubes containing vital components for the process:
gunpowder, lead pellets, the empty shell. One downward pull of the handle in an action
that mimicked the playing of a slot machine put the device into motion, and a filled
shotgun shell was born.
Dennis took me hunting one time. He woke me before the sun came up. We
went out looking for rabbits, like Elmer Fudd. It was cold out there in the crisp
Midwestern autumn. Armed with a borrowed shotgun, I shot a rabbit in the back. It
seemed to fly straight up in the air, hovering over the railroad tracks for a moment before
collapsing back to earth. I learned that l didn't like shooting or eating rabbits.
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Later, when Dennis got a job at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, we
moved to Iowa and I was the new kid at school. I met the coach and some of the
basketball players at my new school, but soon my friends were the skateboarders.
Skateboarding became my new pastime, and I stopped playing basketball. I learned to
grind curbs, rail slide on picnic benches, and pop ollies.
One of my skateboarding acquaintances talked me into joining the high school
track team with him. The track team had dwindled to so few athletes that the program
was in danger of being cut. I joined, but became extremely dehydrated during my first
week of practice. At the first meet, I fell down on the track and threw up without
reaching the finish line in an 800-meter event. That was also my last track meet.
Now I play chess online. I have a rating of 1 1 99. This is one point lower than
what the system starts you out with. After 6 1 1 games, my record is 2 1 6 Wins, 377
Losses, 18 Draws.
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Dishwasher

You are a dishwasher. You ply the trade professionally for the first time in Iowa
City at a place called The Ground Round. It's a chain of family dining establishments.
This is during high school. Technically, you are a busboy, but they wash dishes, too.
When you are about to graduate and move away to California, the manager says, "I don't
know if we have any restaurants out there, but if you find one, I'll put in a good word for
you." Your future is looking pretty bright.
Your second dishwashingjob is at The Hamburg Inn, also in Iowa City. This is a
year and a half or so after you have graduated from high school and moved back to the
Midwest from Los Angeles. The Burg is a local legend as well as a nationally known
establishment, where politicians make campaign stops and compete in the Coffee Bean
Caucus: one bean, one vote. Some of the younger customers recognize you when they
see you around town, and call you "Hamburg Man." While employed here, you start
thinking about applying to the University of lowa.
A while later, you wash dishes at a Mexican place called Gringo's. You used to
go there as a customer in high school. One time, you stole one of the plastic cauldrons in
which they served salsa. It is starting to get pretty easy for you to find jobs as a
dishwasher.
Linn Street Cafe is a fancy restaurant that gives you a dishwashing gig. On the
job application, there is a space for entering additional information about your special
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skills and experiences. You write in "Researcher of Schizophrenic Art." They may have
been impressed with a credential like that. Here, the dishwasher is in charge of choosing
the music that plays in the kitchen. The cooks don't like your taste in music. You
usually play a CD by Kodo, a group of drumming Japanese monks. Their sound makes
you think of slaves working the oars in the galley of an ocean-going ship. It's a good
cadence for washing dishes. Perhaps cooking the food jives better to a different sort of
jam, but tradition is tradition, and the dishwasher at Linn Street Cafe calls the tune.
The rest of your dishwashing experience is domestic.
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Celebrities

Here are some celebrities I have met:
Yo-Yo Ma, the

world famous cellist who gave me a five dollar tip for delivering a fruit

plate to him for breakfast when I worked as a room service waiter for the Holiday Inn on
the Pedestrian Mal.I in Iowa City.
Ed O'Neil, the actor who portrayed Ed Bundy on the television show Married With
Children. He was drinking wheat grass juice and reading Nietzsche on the patio outside
the Crown Books store in Pacific Palisades, California while I worked there.

Whoopi Goldberg,

actress and comedian. Another Crown Books customer, who gave

me her autograph when she came in to buy a biography of Muhammad Ali.
Vin Scully, the

legendary sports announcer, known for his catchphrase "Deuces Wild,"

who was the voice of the Los Angeles Dodgers for many years. He came in to Crown
Books requesting a recommendation for a "throwaway" novel to read on an airplane. I
suggested something by Dick Francis, the British detective novel writer and a former
jockey for the Queen of England, who set his novels in the world of horse racing.
picked up a taste for his books from my mother.

Henry Morgan,

who portrayed Colonel Potter on M*A *S*H. He was a customer at

Greg's Grill, the restaurant in Pacific Palisades where I worked. This was almost ten
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years after M*A *S*H had ended, and he looked a lot older and frailer in person than he
did on TV. And yet he lived another twenty years.
Linda Hamilton, actress.

Another Greg's Grill customer.

She portrayed Sarah

Connor

in the first two Terminator movies. She looked very strong because she had recently
bulked up for her part in Terminator II.

T.C.

Boyle, novelist and short story writer. I saw him walking along the river that runs

through the University of Iowa campus and told him I liked his work.

Marc Moran,

comedian and podcast host. I encountered him at The Bread Garden

Market, a fancy grocery store in Iowa City, on the night he was scheduled to perform at
the Englert Theater.

Rosario Dawson,

actress. I saw her with her boyfriend, the comedian Eric Andre, at

Pagliai's Pizza in Iowa City. My wife thought I was joking when I said I saw her:
"There's an actress here whose first name is the same as your last name." It is a game we
often play, "Celebrity Lookalike." But she was the real deal.
I don't know if any of the above has ever spent time in a psychiatric facility, but
Linda Hamilton has said that she suffers from bipolar disorder.
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Physical Features and Frailties

When it comes to physical features, I've gotten the most compliments about my
eyes, especially when I was younger. No one but my wife makes any comments about
my physical appearance anymore, with the exception of my mother - who will tease me
about the hair on my ears or the size of my "gut." I suppose that would be one of my
worst features. My wife says, "You're not fat, you just have a 'pooch' " - her term for
my expanded middle.
From the age of four to eighteen, I was never anywhere close to fat. I was so
skinny as a youth that people worried I didn't get enough to eat. Observers who
witnessed me eating might crack jokes about the tapeworm I must have had, to pack
away so much food and remain so thin. After high school, the second job 1 had was in a
restaurant, and I partook heavily of the offerings: breakfast burritos stuffed with eggs,
cheese, and chorizo; chili cheese turkey burgers. These indulgences did result in a weight
gain that seemed extreme to my younger self, and eventually melted away.
Until several years later, when I worked at a hospital with a cafeteria that served
cheese sandwiches and French fries, and these became the staple of my new diet. Yet, I
was destined to be skinny again. It's funny how being an impoverished college student
will do that. It amazes me now to think that I used to live for half a year on the amount
of money I

now receive twice a month.

Budget ing was

key.

Granola bars: four for a
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dollar at the QuikTrip convenience store. Ramen noodles: five for a dollar at Dirty
John's Grocery. When I lived like that, the extended midsection did not exist.
I used to hate my thighs. They seemed unmanly to me, as did the fact that I had
such an opinion about them. Are we males supposed to care about these things? The
bald spot developing on the back of my head is probably another of my least favorite
features. I try not to notice this. I have started mentioning it to the people who cut my
hair. I say things like "It might be time for me to just start shaving my head soon."
I llnesses for me seem to have primarily been mental. The most serious physical
ailments I have experienced include a sprained wrist (sustained when my left hand got
jammed in the toilet after I slipped one evening upon exiting the shower), allergies, the
common cold I flu, some gastrointestinal distress. I've been to the emergency room three
times. The sprained wrist was the only time it was due to something physical.
There's kind of a stigma surrounding people who use the emergency room for
mental health services. I know this from two different types of experience. First, as a
patient at the University of lowa Hospitals and Clinics. Later, as an employee of the
same hospital.
One of the duties shared by clerks and nurses in the Call Center is to call other
hospitals, seeking beds for psychiatric patients who come in through the ER. This is a
tedious, detailed process that involves a lot of documentation about who called which
place at what time, and the response received. The nurses in the Call Center exhibited
some attitudes about this that I, as a former psychiatric patient, found somewhat Jess than
sympathetic. Certainly, making these calls is a pain. But isn't it done for a good cause?
Not all of the nurses felt it was fitting for people with their level of professional training
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to have to serve the needs of disturbed people who walked into the ER on a whim. But I
knew what it was like to feel as though doing so was the only way to get help.
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A Few Drinks

I begin at The Deadwood. I've requested a cup of black coffee. The bartender is
making a fresh pot. I first started coming here in the early 1 990s, a couple of years
before my twenty-first birthday. With the aid of a fake ID, procured from the older
brother of a friend, I drank mostly beer here back then.

T

became sort of a regular,

smoking Camels and tellingjokes.
One evening, a drinking companion made a comment about a gentleman in his
forties that he observed here. "When I ' m that old, I hope I've got things figured out, and
I'm not hanging around in places like this by myself."
The coffee is good. It's not an espresso, or made from exotic, freshly ground
beans. It's a cup percolated from a twentieth-century machine, and it costs one dollar.
Refills are free. On the digital jukebox, someone plays a Green Day tune I remember
listening to on headphones while at work during my janitorial days the summer before I
started college. The TV behind the bar is tuned to the Independent Film Channel,
showing Dazed and Confused, an early nineties movie set in the late seventies.
I

didn't come to Deadwood very often during the time I was a college student.

On my twenty-first birthday, I showed up with my own legitimate driver's license,
slapped it on the bar, and threw back a free shot of Jagermeister. I was no longer a
regular, and my exploitation of the free drink birthday special, accompanied by no other
purchase, seemed to offend the bartender.
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This place was once legendary for its bathroom graffiti. I have not seen it lately,
and wonder how it looks now. I'm halfway through my second cup of coffee, so l
believe I will find out soon (It turns out to be mostly dick jokes and Trump commentary).
There are not many people in here tonight. Decorations include a Cubs banner, a
rainbow flag, and a snow-covered roof fringed with evergreen and colored bulbs hanging
over the bar. An upside-down Christmas tree is suspended from the ceiling. Neon signs
advertise beers I once drank here: Guinness, Leinenkugel's.
I almost lost my right eye one night to a burning cigarette ember wielded by an
overenthusiastic tale teller gesturing next to me in one of these booths. I got away with a
bum on my cheek that healed in time.

* * * *

In tamer days, I frequented The Java House, a local coffee shop that opened up in
1994. Here is where one can find fancier coffee. But tonight, I opt for hot cider, having
just downed three cups of the cheap stuff at The Deadwood. The cider costs four times as
much, and will be too hot to drink for a while.
There used to be a time limit on the seating space here - one hour per drink
purchase - that was pretty well-enforced, especially at times of the year like this, the last
week of classes. This policy, offensive to a student of limited means such as myself, Jed
me to boycott the place between the years of 1 998 and 2002. By the time Bush 1J was re
elected, the disturbing news of which I read here in The New York Times the following
morning, I had a decent job and so became a regular customer again.
I

often stopped in to get some coffee, write some nonsense in a journal, and scan

the pages of the Times for good collage-making clips. I would don the black fur cap my
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future wifo had given me, hop into the old blue Geo Prizm handed down from Gram, and
cruise downtown looking for a free parking space (an almost impossible feat in Iowa City
these days, though you can get the first hour free in the garages attached to the Mall and
next to the public library).
This place looks the same, with Mauricio Lasansky prints decorating the walls,
the old wooden phone booth near the entrance, and a coffee station with a bank of drip
baskets, labeled with ironic postcards.

A

long row of ceiling fans with slowly turning

blades spans the length of the front room. There are stained glass lamps on many of the
tables.
But the smart phones wielded by the customers and the tunes on the sound system
are products of latter, more recent years - the second decade of the twenty-first century.
I 've never had a phone like that, and cannot identify the music playing here tonight.
This downtown location is one o f many. The Java House has expanded into a
local chain, with several cafes throughout the city - including three kiosks inside the
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics alone, one cafe over on the east side closer to
where I Jive now, and one above Prairie Lights, the legendary bookstore that has been a
key stop on the literary book tour circuit for many years. I bought this notebook I am
writing in there. Perhaps Prairie Lights ought to be my next stop, when the cider is gone.
ln the recent past, I came here mostly for the cinnamon rolls my wife likes.
During my last tour of duty at the hospital, I often ordered dirty soy chai lattes, or simply
refilled my own cup with hot water to make lemon ginger tea, which is good for the
throat when one must talk on the phone all day. I remember a time when 1 was getting to
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know my wife, and the two of us shared a pot of rainforest green tea at the west side Java
House. She brought one of her art history papers for me to read.
Maybe I will skip Prairie Lights and go home now to make her some hot cocoa.
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Unfinished Tales from The Green Monster

Like my mother, I've been in a number of relationships that haven't worked out.
I was my wife's first boyfriend, and not a very good one, for about seven years. I've
been better as a husband, but of course I'm not perfect. I've been faithful, and have put
some of my bad habits behind me. Perhaps because of my upbringing, it was difficult for
me to believe that a stable, lasting marriage was possible. Seven years is a good start.
I feel as though I've had to learn many things by trial and error that people are
supposed to understand before they start mucking about in others' lives. Emotionally, I
still feel like a child in some ways.

A

little therapy has been helpful; maybe I ought to

seek out some more? It could be that writing about my life has had therapeutic value, but
I'm an amateur psychologist. I do know that it has been difficult.
The Green Monster, a large bin filled with journals in which I wrote almost daily
for about six years, is a messy chronicle of my mind at work and play during many of
those bad boyfriend years. There is much within them that is unpleasant. But there are
some glimmering moments that seem to offer hope that I was heading in the right
direction.
Some excerpts:
Circa 2003-2004
I give her thanks for many things - the sum of which balances more heavily on the
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positive. Though there has been much anxiety and stress, she has always proven herself
able to bring me peace of mind, that treasure which I could not live without, and which
depends upon my renunciation ofseveral things I can and should live without.
One Friday morning, after an argument

I was sitting in the blue car, parked at the Co-op, sad because Tricia left when we were
both upset. But then she pulled into the spot next to me, said she wanted us to have a nice
goodbye. I would be lost without her.
July 2004

Tricia showed me her memento boxes, with ticket stubsfrom movies, museums, and an
amusement park. Little trinkets, gifts, etc. A corkfrom a bottle ofwine we had at a
picnic, a tagfrom a box of Godiva chocolates.
One of those gold-foiled boxes will be savedfor more mementos.
It makes me happy that she keeps these things.
She pulls each ticket stub out and says, "I don 't know ifyou saved yours, but I saved
mine.
Early October 2004

On Sunday, we had a leisurely afternoon, taking sandwiches to Kent Park and lounging
about under a willow tree, by a pond at the picnic site, and walked a couple oftimes
around the lake.
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We saw a large stately heron, and stopped in mild awe to look on until heflapped his
wings and tookflight, resembling a prehistoric creature.
The lake glistened with sparkling ripples, touched by the sun like the hand ofa jeweler
working on precious metal.
The willow branches above swayed like paintbrushes and our point of view would have
been that ofthe canvas.
We passed the whole afternoon in blissful ignorance ofthe time, only realizing that it was
almost six as we drove by the clock at the bank next to the Co-op, where Tricia wanted to
get somefruit.
Fall 2004

When she is smiling, Ifeel what may be called happiness ....
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Us

Me & Tricia, Spring 2014

I took this photo of my wife and me with our flip phone, which is not smart but
does have a camera. Often, when Tricia and I go out and take pictures, I will try to get
some of her, which she usually deletes. This one has survived. She thinks it highlights
the kindness of my eyes, and she likes the bristles on my face. This photo portrays the
kind of moment in which I am happiest these days.
She is resting her head on my shoulder, sleeping peacefully. I may be taking a
selfie, but I am not by myself. After all we have been through, we are still together.
Maybe I have the odd freak-out from time to time, but, as in this photo, she is a comfort
for me, as I hope to be for her, as needed.
There are contrasts here. My waking face is bathed in light. Hers slumbers in
shadow. I take up the left side of the frame, while she is on the right. Her hair and face
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are darker than my shirt and skin. She occupies one corner, I am in the other, but we are
not boxers. We are male and female, yin and yang, east and west. We meet in the
middle of the picture, as we met in the middle of the country. We are husband and wife,
Euro and Asian Americans.
We sleep on a mattress filled with air. We are floating above the earth. I was
born across the sea. I love her and she loves me. My eyes are blue and hers are brown.
We live in a Midwest college town.
The composition is balanced.
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APPENDIX A

"The Shadowy Need of an Entire Nation"

Point Omega's Racial Ecology of Rendition
Readers of Don DeLillo's novel Point Omega are welcomed into a cinematic
prelude by an anonymous narrator deeply engaged with viewing black and white images
on a screen. This Manichean world of darkness and light is an adaptation of Alfred
Hitchcock's film Psycho, redesigned by the conceptual artist Douglas Gordon to induce
an experience for its audience that disrupts habitual patterns of narrative viewing by
confronting them with silent frames moving at a rate of two per second, rather than the
standard 24, producing a work that takes a full twenty-four hours to view in its entirety;
hence the piece's title, 24 Hour Psycho. In my reading of Point Omega, this anonymous
narrator becomes a killer himself, through the very process of viewing Gordon's museum
installation. This essay will attempt to explain what this has to do with race, ecology, and
rendition; and it begins with whiteness.
Practitioners of critical whiteness studies have developed a theory of whiteness as
an unmarked racial category that functions as a hegemonic norm. The invisibility of
whiteness, in other words, is part of what gives power to those who are privileged by it.
One way to study whiteness critically, then, is to make it visible (in the phrase of Valerie
Babb), in order to unearth the buried history of what Ruth Frankenburg has labeled "the
social construction of whiteness." Toni Morrison, in Playing in the Dark, has suggested
that in order to define itself, white America required an "Africanist presence," a
dependency that is observable in American literature, just as the dependency of European
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American colonists upon African American labor can be read in a study of American
history.
More recently, feminist legal scholar Sunera Thobani has argued that a "racial
logic of power" continues to be central to the postcolonial exercise of sovereignty by the
United States and its European allies, as exemplified by the bombing campaigns and
invasions of lraq and Afghanistan, not to mention ongoing Western interventions in the
unfolding events of the "Arab Spring" in Libya and elsewhere in the Middle East.
Within the relatively small field of critical whiteness studies of DeLillo, Tim
Engles has employed the concepts of "relational identity formation,"-how whites
contrast themselves with, and distance themselves from, non-whites as a way to know
who they are-and "doxic whiteness,"-a mode of representation in which whiteness
appears as an unmarked norm-in an examination of white identity in the novel White
Noise (Engles). Part of what follows will be an attempt to apply similar approaches to
Point Omega. For instance, how do readers know that the main characters in Point
Omega are white? It is certainly too easy to rely on Morrison's rule of thumb, whereby
we know a character is white if "nobody says [they aren't]" (quoted in Aenerud). I will
address here the significance of the main characters' whiteness, as well as the manner in
which presumably non-white characters are represented in ways that inform and serve the
needs of white identities.
Another method I draw from is ecocriticism, an examination of the interaction
between humans and their environment. Point Omega features many scenes set in the
Anza-Borrego desert of Southern California, somewhere east of San Diego, and there is
much that could be said about that particular ecosystem, both in terms of empirical
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scientific findings as well as the literary depiction of its landscapes and the experiences
and portrayals of characters-human and non-human-within them. But this is a limited
notion of what falls within the domains of environment and ecology. My particular focus
will be on what I am calling the racial ecology of rendition, a set of racially
conceptualized interactions between humans who 'render' and those who are 'rendered,'
across a range of environments. The marginality of (most of) the characters in Point
Omega involved in these processes gives them a role in the novel that parallels that of the
"Africanist presence" discussed by Morrison in the American literary works she
examines.
Much of what follows depends upon definitions, so I will proceed with an
academic anecdote that involves an alternate approach to the act of defining words. On
December 6th, 1 959, the social anthropologist Ashley Montagu delivered a paper at
Columbia University's Seminar on Genetics and the Evolution of Man. His closing
remark was: "The meaning of a word is the action it produces" (Montagu 14). He was
talking about the word 'race. ' lt will be of interest, then, to consider what sorts of actions
are produced by the words 'race,' and 'rendition,' as well as the larger implications of
their conceptual deployment. My exploration of the construction of otherness in Point
Omega focuses on how the essential mechanism shared by racial categorizations such as
'black' and 'white' and the tactical categorization and dehumanization of others through
definitions such as 'security detainee' or 'unlawful combatant' lie at the heart of
ideological justi fications made for morally questionable political actions produced by
these words, actions which have historically included, and continue to include, forced
labor and torture.
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In DeLillo's novel, "Renditions" is the title of an essay written by one of its
central characters, Professor Elster, the proposed subject of a documentary film planned
by Point Omega's primary narrator Jim Finley. As Finley relates, the body of Elster's
essay consists of an etymological study of the various meanings and linguistic origins of
the term "rendition," and includes provocative images of
a walled enclosure in an unnamed country and a method of
questioning, using what he called enhanced interrogation techniques,
that was meant to induce a surrender (one of the meanings of
rendition-a giving up or giving back) in the person being
interrogated (DeLillo 33).

Jim Finley remarks that he had not read the essay before meeting Elster, and reflects upon
how the images it conjures, including those of"covert prisons [ . . . and . . . ] torture by
proxy" (33) might have influenced his opinion of Elster if he had. Similarly probing
questions relating to our national moral character were raised historically by
Congressional debates in the House and Senate about the practice of extraordinary
rendition.
ln a July 26, 2007 hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator
Joseph Biden defined extraordinary rendition as "the practice of detaining a terrorist
operative in a foreign country and transferring him or her to the United States or to
another foreign country." Biden identified rendition as one of "the less often discussed,
but no less controversial counterterrorism policies we've employed since September the
1 1th," and explained that it was problematic partly because some of those foreign
countries were suspected of torturing detainees on the behalf of the U.S. government.
Biden then went on to discuss The National Security with Justice Acl, a bill he had
introduced in order to close a legal gap that he argued the Bush Administration had
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"intentionally left open" for "enhanced interrogation techniques" such as "waterboarding,
sleep deprivation, sensory depravation, and extremes of heat and cold" to be used by the
CIA during interrogations of detainees captured in the so-called 'War on Terror. ' He
then asked, "I wonder what the response would be in this country if we find that those
techniques are being used" (U.S. Senate 3). ln Point Omega, Finley echoes this
rhetorical question while he relates the details of Elster's "Renditions" essay, but the
filmmaker's response is quite different from the line of argument delivered by Biden,
whose intent was to limit the practice and bring it into line with an internationally
recognized rule of law. Instead, Finley embodies what Paul Giaimo has referred to as
"the phenomenon of embedded journalism" thematized in Point Omega (Giaimo 1 77).
Finley reflects upon Elster's invocation of some of the "select current meanings of
the word rendition" as "interpretation, translation, performance," riffed together into an
imaginary theatrical production:
Within those walls, somewhere, in seclusion, a drama is being enacted,
old as human memory [ . . . ] actors naked, chained, blindfolded, other actors
with props of intimidation, the renderers, nameless and masked, dressed in
black, and what ensues [ . . . ] is a revenge play that reflects the mass will and
interprets the shadowy need of an entire nation, ours (DeLillo 34).

Finley's first impulse is to ask Elster "what [ . . . ] he thought about the charge that he'd
tried to find mystery and romance in a word that was being used as an instrument of state
security, a word redesigned to be synthetic, concealing the shameful object it embraced"
(Delillo 35). But Finley doesn't pose this question, and asks himself instead if maybe
Elster "was right, that the country needed this . . . in our desperation, our dwindling, needed
something, anything, whatever we could get, rendition, yes, then invasion" (35). Once
again, those "shadowy needs" arise, those needs of what Thobani calls "the 'rights
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bearing citizen' [who] has historically been the white Euro-American subject" (Thobani
5). The needs of this white citizenry are dependent, a la Toni Morrison, upon the
"presence" of an "other" that-under Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben's "state of
exception," in which the rule of law applies to others by not being applicable-is a
subject without rights, just a body, a "bare life" (quoted in Thobani).
Also of interest in Finley's formulation of embedded capitulation to Elster's
"racial logic of power" is the sequential progression-"rendition, yes, then invasion"
which seems to suggest that rendition, and the torture it enables, is a helpful prelude to an
invasion, a practice that will aid in the collection of valuable intelligence with which to
inform military planning. But the reliability o f information gathered through such
methods is open to debate, as Representative Gary Ackerman of New York argued in a
statement before the House Committee on International Relations on February 8, 2006:
"Professional interrogators and senior military leaders are unambiguous in their rejection
of arguments that torture is either useful or necessary. They know, and common sense
should tell us, that information gathered by the use of torture is inherently unreliable; a
torture victim will say anything to gain relief' (U.S. House 14).
As the Committee on International Relations met to discuss resolutions of inquiry
seeking further disclosure of information from the executive branch about what some
House members saw as President Bush's attempts to legalize torture, a debate was held
over whether or not the executive should be obligated to provide the requested
information. During the course of the debate, certain language was employed that
parallels the historical racial categorization of the "other" as a less-than-human entity that
is undeserving of the basic rights and dignities afforded to civilized humanity.
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"The people we are fighting against are animals," Congressman Dan Burton of
Indiana argued (U.S. House 22). "They are cutting off heads." Eni Faleomavaega, the
Congressional Representative from American Samoa took exception to this statement:
With all due respect to my dear friend from Indiana who made these statements
that these terrorists are animals because they cut other people's heads off, I recall
there was a story about the famous writer Robert Louis Stevenson who spent the
last 4 years of his life on my island of Samoa, and he was complaining about my
people where we have a ritual where we go to war-we cut other guys' heads off
when we go to war. And so Robert Louis Stevenson was complaining about how
barbaric we were, uncivilized we were, why were we doing this? So one of our
paramount chiefs came about and brought a Bible. And there was this little story
in the book of Samuel, I think that this guy was named David who killed this huge
guy named Goliath, who is I 0 foot tall, and with Goliath's own sword, he cut off
Goliath's head. And we thought, well, the Lord doesn't seem to mind that David
cut Goliath's head off. So it seems to us that I don't think there was anything
wrong with our ritual that we cut other people's heads off when we go to war. So
with all due respect to my good friend from Indiana, for whom I have highest
respect, these people are not animals. They are human beings. And for whatever
reasons, what motives, what they are doing, I am not one to judge. But we do
have a very serious problem before us, Mr. Chairman, of the issues that have
literally tom our country (U.S. House 32).

This exchange has some important features that are relevant to a discussion of the broader
historical interplay of race, literature, and national identity. The moral authority of the
white author Robert Louis Stevenson to criticize Samoan cultural practices is called into
question through a mobilization of the Bible, a textual artifact of great importance to the
Christian religion, itself a primary element in the formation of communal identity
constructed by select European settlers of the New World even before whiteness itself
was invented (Babb 20).
Going back still further into history, J.M. Roberts, in Triumph of the West,
observes that "the word ' Europeans' seems to appear for the first time in an eighthcentury reference to Charles Martel's victory [over Islamic forces] at Tours" (quoted in
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Hall 197). These details from the historical record lend support to the theoretical claims
of critical race scholars such as those found in Engles' discussion of "relational identity
formation," and their importance to an understanding of the development of not only
"whiteness" as a social category, but the collective identification of "Europeans" as well.
As explained by Roberts, "All collectivities become more self-aware in the presence of
an external challenge" (quoted in Hall 1 97).
Since, as Eni Faleomavaega suggests, the "very serious problem" of rendition was
among one of the important issues dividing the country during the post-91 1 1 era, it makes
sense that DeLillo would feature rendition as a motif in Point Omega. For, as Toni
Morrison asserts, "national literatures . . . end up describing and inscribing what is on the
national mind" (quoted in Clark 36). The Congressional rendition debates reveal that
treasured features of American identity were at stake during this period, including
questions about the moral decency of the United States and the legitimacy of its self
avowed mission to spread democracy throughout the world by means of war. And, as
Edward Said has noted in Culture and Imperialism, DeLillo is one of those novelists in
whose work "subliminally available capsule histories are refracted superbly" (Said 324).
In a statement to Jim Finley o f his support for the Iraq War, Elster asserts that "a
great power has to act. We were struck hard. We need to retake the future. The force of
will, the sheer, visceral need. We can't Jet others shape our world, our minds. All they
have are old, dead despotic traditions. We have a living history" (DeLillo 30). Elster's
invocation of this other-ed "they," with their "old . . . traditions," brings to mind Thobani 's
critique of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri 's model of postmodern sovereignty in their
book Empire, which, Thobani argues, serves to support the U.S. Administration's
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justification for violence in the War on Terror in the support of "universal values" against
inferior, backward, "medieval" ideologies (Thobani I 6).
These "others" identified by Elster, against whom "a great power has to act," have
been judged as inferior, and therefore are not entitled to the rights granted by the Geneva
Conventions. This makes them valid targets for extraordinary rendition and the acts of
torture it enables. The "sheer, visceral needs" Elster mentions here recall Finley's
contemplation of the "shadowy needs" that these actions ofrendition and torture fulfill
for "an entire nation" in the post-9/1 1 world (DeLillo 34).
This way of thinking, which seems to be informed and underwritten by the �'racial
logic of power" described by Thobani, is countered in the historical record by
Representative Diane Watson of California in the House debates mentioned earlier: "So
many nations hold their people in contempt, with no acknowledgment of their human
rights or human dignities," Watson reasons, "yet we hold up torture, or irregular
rendition, as one of our most critical tools in advocating for those same human rights and
human dignities? This is a hollow strategy" (U.S. House 24).
Perhaps, then, we might read Elster as one of T.S. Eliot's "hollow men":
This is the way the world ends [ . . . ]
Not with a bang but a whimper
-T.S. Eliot, "The Hollow Men" ( 1 925)
After all, readers of Point Omega can discern from Elster's monologues on such topics as
extinction and "the heat death of the universe" (DeLillo 47) that he is preoccupied with
"the way the world ends," (Eliot) and one of his key scholarly works-the "Renditions"
essay- represents an apparent endorsement of the practice of extraordinary rendition,
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which has been demonstrated to result in torture, and therefore many "a whimper"
(Eliot).
This might read I ike a modernist joke, but if so, it nevertheless highlights one of
the ways that language can be employed to distance its users from the unpleasant realities
experienced by others, much like Elster's tropes in the "Renditions" essay identified by
Finley as a work that "conceal[s] the shameful subject it embrace[s]" (DeLillo 35).
Another way to accomplish this distance linguistically is by defining people who
are subjected to treatment prohibited by domestic laws and international treaties in such a
way as to deny them legal recourse to those legislative protections, which is precisely
what the terms 'security detainee' and 'unlawful combatant' were designed to do, as
explained by U.S. Army Brigadier General Janis Karpinksy (Gourevitch 32) Though not
.

explicitly racial, these categories function in the same manner as racial categories, by
enacting a set of assumptions about how humans placed within them can be treated. If,
following Montagu, "the meaning of a word is the action it produces," then one meaning
of 'rendition' is torture, as are the meanings of the terms that label its victims, employed
to justify the torturous treatment of humans deemed as 'other' than those whose rights are
protected under the U.S. Constitution and Geneva Conventions. Again, as Thobani
argues, "the 'rights bearing citizen' [ . . . ] has historically been the white Euro-American
subject" (Thobani 5), and "the 'West' [ . . . ] remains an articulation of racial-as-white
colonial/imperial power" and "an articulation of the sovereign right to kill" (Thobani 6).
Jessie, Elster's daughter, is described by Finley as "pale" (DeLillo 39), and as
having "ordinary features" (42). These signifiers mark Jessie as white in terms of her
physical skin tone and assumed normality, what Engles might call her "doxic whiteness."
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Yet, Jessie's father ascribes to her an "otherworldly" quality and an "exceptional mind"
(Delillo 36). The intellectual and spiritual essences that are expressed by these
adjectives of Elster's give her character a dimension that is not afforded to victims of
rendition, who are routinely treated as if they are nothing but bodies.
Further, Thobani argues that the "increasing cases of rendition [and] torture
demonstrate that it is very particular kinds of bodies-that is, Muslim bodies, Brown and
Black bodies-that are captured in the 'state of exception' as 'bare life' " (Thobani 20).
Another object of critique for Thobani is Hardt and Negri's claim that "the global market
[ . . . ] had eroded the modernist sovereignty that was vested in state control of clearly
delineated borders" (Thobani 1 2). I n Point Omega, such borders clearly stiIJ exist, as
exemplified by the plight of the "Mexicans who'd been led across the border and then
abandoned," who Finley learns about when he reports to the local authorities that Jessie
has gone missing (Delillo 78).
Jessie's disappearance is thus temporally linked in the narrative with the
appearance of a group of racialized others. Her invisibility as a normal, white, individual
subject and the ephemeral nature of her disappearance are therefore contrasted starkly
with the problematic, physical presence of the border crossers known collectively by their
national affiliation, Mexican, which, in the American political imagination as depicted in
Point Omega, marks them as non-white.
Professor Elster himself can be read as one example of what cultural historian
Grace Elizabeth Hale, in A Nation of Outsiders, has called a "Rebel on the Right," or a
"Conservative Outsider," categories she uses to describe members of the "white middle
class" who "fell in love with rebellion in Postwar America" (Hale). Descriptions of
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Elster, including those that signal his age and appearance, along with some of his
utterances, mark him in this way. For one, he sports "long white hair braided at the nape"
(DeLillo 7), a hairstyle that Finley says "gave him a kind of cultural identity, a flair of
distinction, the intellectual as tribal elder" (DeLillo 23). Elster refers to an ironic
conception of himself as a "privileged outsider" (23).
After the publication of his essay "Renditions," Elster worked as an "outsider, a
scholar with an approval rating but no experience in government" whose task is "to
conceptualize . . . to apply overarching ideas and principles to such matters as troop
deployment and counter-insurgency" (DeLillo 19). The fact that this essay "soon began
to stir criticism from the left" positions Elster's views on the subject somewhere along
the more conservative end of the political spectrum (DeLillo 32). The neoconservative
administrators of the Iraq War must presumably have seen something ideologically
promising in his musings. These included an opening statement that "a government is a
criminal enterprise," and the conclusion that
In future years, of course, men and women, in cubicles, wearing headphones, will
be listening to secret tapes of the administration's crimes while others study
electronic records on computer screens and still others look at salvaged
videotapes of caged men being subjected to severe physical pain and finally
others, still others, behind closed doors, ask pointed questions of flesh-and-blood
individuals (33).

This defiant stance of positioning himself in all iance with a policy that he predicts will be
seen in later years as criminal also supports a reading of Elster as a rebel, and further
marks him as white via the cultural formation of the "conservative rebel on the right" as
analyzed by Hale ( 132-1 59).
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While discussing the details of his proposed documentary with Elster, Finley
refers to a "wall," the backdrop against which he wants to shoot footage of the scholar as
he "relates the complete experience, everything that comes to mind, personalities,
theories, details, feelings," about his work with the Pentagon 1 (DeLillo 2 1). Elster recalls
this wall in a later conversation, which in tum seems to trigger a flashback of memory
from experiences lived in an earlier era of American history, one marked explicitly with
signs of the racial conflicts and social protests of the Civil Rights Movement. "Man at
the Wall," Elster says. "Yes," Finley replies. "Up against the wall." "No," Finley
explains, "not as an enemy but a kind of vision, a ghost from the war councils, someone
free to say whatever he wants [ . . . ]." Then, Finley narrates, "Elster said, 'Up against the
wall, motherfucker,' and gave me a hard look. 'Except the sixties are long gone and
there are no more barricades' " (DeLillo 45).
This phrase, "Up against the wall, motherfucker," as Elster implies, has several
strong cultural resonances with American counterculture in the late 1 960s. I t is, for
instance, a line from Amiri Baraka's poem "Black People," (Hale 2 1 8) and appears there
in the context of what Baraka calls "magic words" that rioters might say to white people,
followed by "this is a stick-up," and the subsequent action o f looting (Jones 49). The
phrase was later appropriated by, among others, white middle-class student protesters at
Columbia University, who scrawled it on the wall of the Mathematics Building during a
sit-in protesting Columbia's involvement with the Institute for Defense Analysis (JOA),
an organization they deemed a tool of imperialism (Columbia).
1 Readers familiar with Errol Morris's documentary, The Fog of War, in which Mo1Tis
interviews former Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara about his involvement in
U.S. war planning during the Vietnam years, might detect a resonance here.
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Elster's recall of the phrase "Up against the wall. . . " thus connects his early
twenty-first century academic affiliation with the Pentagon as a "defense intellectual"
with historical memories of race riots and student protests against such arrangements in
the late 1 960s. H istorian Joy Rohde has written an account of similar research alliances
between academia and the military. For example, the Special Operations Research
Office, founded in 1 956 by the Office of the Chief of Psychological Warfare, specialized
in developing ideas that would help the U.S. Army "to render the rapid change and
dizzying variety of the Third World transparent" during the Cold War (Rohde 2, italics
mine).
Another example is the CIA 's funding of an organization known as the "Society
for Human Ecology" (Rohde 12). This imperial ambition to know the other as a means
of combating them is arguably the sort of mission that Elster's work during the second
Iraq War contributed to. He tells Finley that he wanted a "haiku war. . . a war in three
lines . . . a set o f ideas linked to transient things," and explains that "haiku means nothing
beyond what it is. A pond in summer, a leaf in the wind. It's human consciousness
located in nature" (Delillo 29). Elster's particular interest in the aestheticization of
warfare, as evidenced by his conceptual formation of a "haiku war," brings his
intellectual contribution to the contemporary American imperial mission into relationship
with a long history of militarized approaches to, and interventions in, the natural
environment.
Such interventions are not without their ecological repercussions. As Hans-Georg
Emey writes in Modernity and Globalization in Contemporary Literature, "the [negative]
effects of worldwide industrial development are to a large extent the legacy of
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colonialism and imperialism" (Emey 1 -2). These effects are alluded to in Point Omega
by Elster and Finley in terms of climate change during one of their many philosophical
discussions in the desert that touch upon the future extinction of humanity and what
Elster calls the "folk tales of the end" that speculate upon it (DeLillo 5 1 ).
The anonymous narrator of the framing sections of Point Omega declares, as he
watches Douglas Gordon's decelerated, silent images of Hitchcock's Psycho, that as a
result of this viewing experience, he "understood for the first time that black-and-white
was the only true medium for film as an idea, film in the mind" (DeLillo 10).

24 Hour

Psycho is the event that precipitates Jessie's disappearance, since the final day of its run
at the Museum of Modem Art is the locus of her encounter with the anonymous narrator,
revealed to readers as a man named Dennis, who, it seems, has turned Jessie into his own
Janet Leigh/Marion Crane, after having steeped himself for far too long in the murderous
black and white binaries inherent in the cinematic ideology of Norman Bates. The
polarity of black and white, an abstracted visual expression of the dichotomy at the center
of a "racialized logic of power," thus disappears Jessie, rendering her out of the world of
the novel's living characters, making of her an allegorical example of the stark reality
that, while the Euro-American world of whiteness might not currently live in as close
proximity to the detrimental ecological effects of a long and ongoing history of
imperialism as do the racialized others subjected to its colonial rule, those effects cannot
be avoided forever.
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